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REPORT OF THE HIGHWAY COMMITTEE •

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE COLORADO STATE PLANNING COMMISSION:

Your committee on Highways has given a great deal of time to

a study of the existing and possible future highway systems of the state,

and on the basis of such study presents this report for consideration by

the Commission.

The groundwork of the committee's study consists of a large

volume containing all available statistical and factual data pertaining

to highways and the history of highway construction in Colorado. Because

this volume is too much in detail for ordinary use, it has been summarized

to include only the highlights of the entire story, and the summary report

is made a part of this report.

The committee expresses its appreciation of the careful and ex-

haustive study made under the direction of Mr. W. M. McMechen and used as

the foundation of the committee's findings as herein presented, and also

of the cordial and helpful co-operation of the State Highway Department and

the Highway Planning Survey.

The committee recommends this report to the Commission fcr

adoption as the first official plan foriresent and future highway develop-

ment in Colorado, subject to such changes as additional engineering data

and other considerations may make advisable from time to time.

(NOTE--All references to page numbers refer to the summary report

included in this volume, where more detailed explanations

are given.)



THE PRIMARY HIGHWAY SYSTEM 

East and West--That the primary east and west system shall include the

following highways, subject to such changes as are proposed herein;

1. US 160--Walsenburg to the Utah line via La Veta and Wolf Creek passes,

except that that portion of the highway running east from Trinidad be dropped

from the federal aid system and returned to the state system, and that US 160

have its eastern terminus at La Junta, where it will connect with US 50;

that from La Junta US 160 run southwest overlresent SE 10 to Walsenburg and

thence west over the present route; that the entire route of US 160 as thus

established, from La Junta to the Utah line, be improved as rapidly as pos-

sible to standard specifications (Page 84).

2. US 50--Lamar, Pueblo, Salida, Montrose to a junction with US 24 at

Grand Juncticn, subject to the following limitations: That the present

road over Monarch pass be abandoned, and that a standard highway be con-

structed over Marshall pass between Salida and Sargents; that thoro study

be given in the near future to a proposed highway leaving US 50 at or near

Coaldale, west of Canon City, and running southwest over Hayden pass to

Villa Grove, thence via US 285 and SH 114 over Cochetopa pass to a junction

with US 50 at Parlin. This latter road is included for study because it may

prove to provide a low-altitude, all-year route across the state, but present

engineering information is not adequate to justify a final conclusion (Page

69).

3. US 24--Kansas line via Burlington, Colorado Springs, Trout Creek pass,

Salida, Leadville and Tennessee pass to a connecticn with US 50 at Grand

Junction (Page 51).
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4. US 40--Denver to Utah line, at present via Berthoud pass and Craig to

Vernal, Utah. The proposal to leave US 40 at Empire and follow US 6 (S1191)

over or thru Loveland pass to Leadville is disapproved as a primary federal

aid highway for reasons given in this report (Page 52). The further proposal

to follow that route to laiveler and thence over Shrine pass to Redcliff on

US 24 also is disapproved. In lieu of either of these routes the following

route should be surveyed thoroly at once; Denver via Berthoud pass to Krem-

mling, thence southwest to a junction with US 24 at or near Dotsero, follow-

ing the valley of the Colorado river from State Bridge to Dotserc. The im-

mediate improvement of US 40 from the Kansas line to the Utah line, to bring

the road completely up to standard, is approved (Page 66).

5, US 138 and US 6--Julesburg to Denver via ',Aggins, is approved for im-

mediate standardization.

6. US 36--Strasburg east to Kansas line (Page 80)

7. SH 94--Colorado Springs east, approved for extension to a connection

with US 40 near Aroya and complete standardization (Page 80).

North and South--That the primary north and south system shall include the

following highways, subject to such changes as are suggested herein:

1. US 85--Cheyenne, Wyoming to the New Mexico line near Trinidad, via

Greeley, and US 87, following the same route except via Fort Collins instead

of Greeley, both to be raised to US standards at once and widened as rapidly

as possible to accommodate increasing traffic. The immediate oiling of the

Shoulders is approved for reasons of public safety, to be followed when pos-

sible by widening the roadway from Denver to Pueblo and by realignment,

particularly thru Littleton, at once. South of Pueblo realignment crossing

the drainage of the Et. Charles and Greenhorn rivers should be considered

as soon as possible (Pages 49 and 81).



Broadway extension south to a connection with US 85-87 near Louviers,

as a means of lightening the load on US 85-87 in the south Denver Suburban

area.

3. SH 13, US 24 and 50 and SH 19--Wyoming line, Craig, Rifle, Grand

Junction, Montrose, Durango to New Mexico line--the western north and

south highway. If possible under the present budget, relocation and gravel

surfacing on SH 13 and 19 should be completed (Page 46).

4. SH 127, 125, US 40 and Sh 9--From Laramie and Rawlins, Wyoming to

Walden, Rand, Willow Creek pass to a connection with US 40 near Hot Sulphur

Springs, thence on US 40 to Kremmling and SH 9 via Breckenridge and Hoosier

pass to a connection with US 285 at Fairplay (Page 49).

Thence on US 285 to Salida, Saguache, Monte Vista, Alamosa, Conejos

and the New Mexico line. That portion of the road from Poncha Junction to

Saguache should be brought to standard under the current budget. This route

constitutes the central north and south highway (Page 52).

That portion of US 285 between Denver and Antero Junction is approved

for relocation and reconstruction as an important connecting link with this

north and south route.

The portion of this north and south route from US 40 to the Wyoming

line should have first consideration, and SH 9 should have a thoro relocation

and be brought to a standard as soon as possible.

SUGGESTED FUTURE  PRIMARY RCUTLS 

1. A short Route Across Northern Colorado--The route suggested is Julesburg

to Sterling on US 138; Sterling to Fort Collins and Cameron Pass on SH 14;

a new road from the west foot of Cameron pass west to Hebron and thence over

Buffalo pass to Steamboat Springs. This route, more fully described on

Page 78, will be as short as US 36 thru Wyoming and shorter than the Union

Pacific railroad from Big Springs, Nebraska, to Salt Lake City (Page 78).
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2. Cortez to Montrose--This route, more fully described on Page 71, is urged

for early survey. Preliminary investigation discloses a possible route leav-

ing US 160 near Ackmen, thence north to a point near Cedar, thence north-

east to a connection with US 145 and SH 62 to Ridgway, connecting with SH 19

to Montrose. SE 147, Dolores to Norwood, should be abandoned as a primary

highway and SH 145, Dolores to Naturita, should have continued improvement.

The route here suggested, it is believed, will provide an all-year north and

south outlet for the western part of the San Juan basin, while US 145 will

provide the same facilities for the central part of the basin (Page 71).

THE SECONDARY HIGHWAY  SYSTEM

EASTERN SLOPE:

1. SH 51--Julesburg to Cheyenne -jells, is approved for early relocation

and reconstruction.

2. SH 59--Kit Carson to the Oklahoma line, together with a well-improved

connection from a point north of Campo on SH 59 to Midway on SH 51, thus

establishing SE 59 as the route of primary importance to travel entering the

state from southwest Kansas, Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle.

3. SH 71--Approved for early realignment and, reconstruction from Brush

to Limon, with a similar program from Limon to Rocky Ford when possible.

4. SH 185--Denver north to a junction with SH 14 between Ault and Fort

Collins, is approved for early standardization as providing traffic relief

for US 85 and 07 (Page 84).

5. SH 115--Colorado Springs to a junction with US 50 at Florence and SH

120 to Canon City via Penrose. This road, providing a short route between

Colorado Springs and Canon City, should be realigned and raised to standard,

with a view to eventual inclusion in the federal aid system.
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SUGGESTED CONNECTIONS FROM SILVERTON DISTRICT TO LAKE CITY DISTRICT

PROPOSED ROADS

•

•

EXISTING PRIMARY ROADS
4

I 

EXISTING SECONDARY ROADS

1 MILES



WESTERN SLOPE: 

SE 92--Delta to Sapinero via Hotchkiss, is recommended for early im-

provement, as it furnishes a short route from Delta and the upper valley

of the North Fork of the Gunnison to US 5O,

2. McClure Pass route--Delta, Bardine, McClure pass to a connection with

existing SE 133 at Placita and with US 24 at Glenwood Springs, approved for

early survey and construction, as providing an important outlet for the fruits

and other farm crops of the North Fork valley, and a short route from Mont-

rose and Delta to Denver via US 24 (Page 75).

7 An investigation and survey of a route from the Silverton mining area

on SH 19 to the Lake City district on SE 149, via Cimarron pass, is recom-

mended. More detail concerning this proposed route is contained in the

basic highway report of this committee.

4. SR 149 and 161--Lake City to Sapinero, is recommended for improvement,

with relocation of 161 from the Gateview area to a point near Sapinero. This

route is important for the reason that it is the only outlet from the Lake

City area in the winter and the present route is frequently impassable.

THE RECREATIONAL HIGILAY SYSTEM

Wyoming to New Mexico--From the foothills region east of the mountains

almost to the Utah line, every mile of the present highway system traverses

areas of rare scenic beauty, but there are still regions which, if Colorado

is to take full advantage of her tourist and vacation possibilities, should

be opened to travel by means of safe and attractive highways. With that in

view the committee suggests for consideration and construction, as finances

permit, a highway which runs almost from the Wyoming line to New Mexico,

crossing rugged country thruout and being sufficiently close to the centers

of present population to encourage traffic sufficient to provide earnings
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more than adequate to compensate for the cost of construction. The proposal

follows: From the top of Cameron pass, in Jackson county, over Lulu pass

to the west foot of Milner pass a short distance above Grand Lake (Page 85);

thence over Milner pass and Trail Ridge to Estes Park on SH 7, Raymond to

Nederland on SH 160, Nederland to Idaho Springs on SH 119, Idaho Springs to

Grant on SH 103 (a part of which is still to be constructed), there joining

US 285, which it follows east to the junction with SH 126, and southeast to

Deckers; thence on SE 67 south to Woodland Park, thence west on US 24 to

Divide and south on SH 67 to Florence and Wetmore, west on SH 96 to Westcliffe.

East of ',11estc1iffe on SH 96 the route turns south on SH 76 to Keating,

thence over a forest road now nearing completion to Gardner on SH 96 and into

Alamosa over SE 150 and 156.

An alternative route from Gardner is the future construction of a road

over Sangre de Christo pass, near La Veta pass, to a junction with SH 111

and south thru Stonewall, in Las Animas county, to San Francisco pass and

Vermijo state park in New Mexico.

This proposed recreational route, which has the advantage of inter-

secting every east and west highway, needs little in the way of new construc-

tion to complete it, altho considerable realignment and improvement will be

needed to make it a popular highway for tourist traffic. The section from

Gardner over Sangre de Christo pass to a junction with US 160 east of La

Veta pass will require new road, and about three miles on SE 150, which leads

southwest from Gardner thru the edge of the Great Sand Dunes national monu-

ment to Alamosa. The entire route is easily accessible from US 85 and 87,

the principal north and south route in the foothills region east of the

mountains. It is not proposed for immediate completion, but is a route which

may well be considered for future development.
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A Parkway Drive to Colorado Sprinv,s-This route, more fully described on

Page 81, leads south from Denver on Colorado boulevard, thru Daniels park

and along the top of the divide between Plum and Cherry creeks to a point

on SH 189 about nine miles north of Colorado Springs, entering that city on

Platte avenue. AS an alternative the route may join SM 83 about five miles

east of Monument and follow that road to its connection with US 85 and 87

near Breed, following the main highway frcm that point into Colorado Springs.

US 160 East of Branson--An investigation of the rugged and picturesque

country lying south of the Arkansas river suggests that this highway may

in the future prove a valuable route giving access to the region between

Mesa de Mayo to the south and the precipitous canons cutting thru the Rincon

formation to the Arkansas River valley. Many of these canons are from 300

to 500 feet deep,and the area is considered by many experienced in western

recreational development to have splendid possibilities of future value,

both locally and to the tourist traffic. This is an area which should havu

close study and probably should be developed as financespermit.

Western Colorado--For the reason that western Colorado contains most of the

national forests and all of the national parks and monuments, no specific

recommendations for recreati-nal development in that area are made, except

as the highway program outlined here will aid in developing centers not now

easily accessible. However, the committee will recommend, from time to time,

such additional recreational developments as seem feasible and in accord

with the best use of the area in the future.
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In addition to the roads specifically mentioned, the committee

approves also all other existing state highways not specifically desig-

nated, subject to relocation or abandonment by the State Highway

Advisory Board.

(Signed) J. A. Clay, Chairman,

H. D. MacDonald

Nate C. Warren

George Roller

Joe M. Sheesley

Fred Norcross.



FOREWORD

This report constitutes a condensed summary of a much 
more detailed

and comprehensive report of the entire highway situation w
hich has been

prepared for the Planning commission and its Highway 
committee, Material

which is of a highly technical nature has been omitted, a
s this report

presents in a more popular way the highlights of the whole 
picture.

Considerable space has been devoted to a recital of th
e historical

facts which are significant in the consideration of highway 
development

up to this time and the development which must follow in the
 years to

come. That section of the report makes available in condensed fo
rm a

great quantity of information which heretofore has not been 
available

except to those with sufficient time and interest to engage in t
edious

research.

Early in the present century the advent of the automobile found 
the

nation wholly unprepared. Almost instantly the pressure for more and

better roads forced the entire country to plunge into road building

without definite plans. Even then no one foresaw the tremendous flood

of motor traffic that was to come, and the result was that roads fre-

quently were laid out and improved with a view to existing traffic, only

to prove wholly inadequate within

were improved without much regard

the greatest possible speed could

by the rapidly increasing traffic.

a short time. Existing wagon roads

for their location because in that way

be made in the highway program demanded



There was not time to analyze the existing road system and lay out

a comprehensive, integrated program for future development. In view of

the pressure of public demand it is surprising that the highway system of

today is as nearly acceptable as it is. Many mistakes are apparent to any-

one studying the highway map of the state, but these mistakes can be at-

tributed to the haste that was necessary and to the fact that only in the

last 20 years was any thought given to the intrastate and interstate maps

as a whole.

One of the principle errors in the earlier days of permanent road

construction was that of constructing thru highways thru the centers of

cities and towns along the route That led to awkward locations such as

those found north and south of Loveland and Berthoud on US 87 and Platte-

ville on US 85. The modern theory is to build the thru highway on the

most direct line, with connecting highways to the cities and towns, thus

avoiding the congestion of city streets and speeding up the movement of

traffic. some of these errors have been corrected by the relocation of

highways and others must be corrected in the future.

The problem of planning an effective and economical highway system

is two-fold--first, the mapping of an ideal system in the light of present

and future demands, and, second, the determinatiOn, of the feasibility of

the plan from an engineering standpoint. The Planning Commission has made

such detailed studies as available topographic data and other information

Permit but it does not say definitely that its conslusions are sound in all



instances, as that can be determined only by field surveys. Consequently

this report, instead of asserting that certain routes must be built, says

that complete surveys must be made to determine the engineering feasibility

of the routes suggested.

Anyone who studies this report and the highway map will be forced to

the conclusion that intensive, long-time

highway construction from this time on. The

planning must dominate the field
not

program must/yield to local

pressure or the demand for unwise speed, nor may it consider immediate

economy rather than ultimate service. It must include only the best

possible highways, built in the best possible locations. That sort of

program, carried into effect as speedily as is consistent with sound plan-

ning and construction, will pay for itself many times over by the earnings

of highways and the increase of business and recreational traffic in all

parts of the state.
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HISTORY OF HIG1UAYS IN COLORADO.

Road transportation in Colorado divides itself into three periods:

Transportation in the period of exploration, from about 1820 to 1860;

the pioneer period of development, from 1860 to 1900, and the period

beginning with the use of the motor car and extending to the present

time.

The first period was that of the trapper and fur hunter, together

with the traffic on the northern branch of the Santa Fe Trail from

about 1822 to about 1850. The commerce of the trail was that of pack

animals and ox teams. The goods carried were primitive - largely furs

moving eastward and clothing and trappers' supplies moving westward.

Bent's fort on the Arkansas flourished for about 20 years and was the

major commercial depot in the state. Furs from the trappers' camps

and forts along the Platte valley north of Denver moved south along

the trappers' trail up Cherry creek, down the Fountain to Pueblo and

thence to Bent's fort. Some of the fur trade went to Ft. Laramie, 40.

The Spanish settlement on the Huerfano and in San Luis park traded

generally with Taos, N.M.

From 1850 both stages and freight wagon trains were found on the

Santa Fe Trail, but they did not affect the territory to the west and

north. The decade from 1850 to 1860 saw the overland traffic to

California rise to its greatest volume. Gradually the traffic on the

Overland Trail grew in importance as contrasted with that on the Santa

Fe Trail, and in 1858 Russell, Majors & Sadden were using 3,500 wagons,

40,000 oxen, 1,000 mules and over 1,000 men.



The second period, the pioneer period of the development f,)f

the territory of Colorado, began with the discovery of gold in less

and 1859. At once the fervor of the Argonauts rose againc, The de-

mand for transportation to the new "diggins" became tremendous,:

The Leavenworth and Pikes Peak Express was organized and the fi-.4-3t

coach arrived in the Denver region May 17,1859* making a trip of 687

miles in 19 days.. The route, a forerunner of the famous 'Smoky Hill

Trail, followed the Republican fork of the Kansas river to its

source, thence across the plains, approximately on the course of

U.S. 40 to near Limon, thence westerly near S. H. 86 to Elizabeth,

thence down the valley of Cherry creek to near Denver.

It is estimated that between 60 and 70 thousand people came to the

mountains in 1860, and that some 90 per cent of them came to the

Denver region. As early as 1859 prospectors were in South park,

Middle park, North park and on the Blue river. In May and June, 1860,

there were 11,000 wagons on the trail between the Missouri river and

Denver.

The Central Overland company was organised in 1862, to connect

Omaha with the gold regions. In 1864 Colonel Butterfield organized

the Butterfield Overland Dispatch and established tho Smoky Hill route.

Ben HollIdriy acquired both companies in 1866# and later sold his entire

holdings to the Yells-Fargo company, some 3,300 miles of owned and con-

trolled roads. But the end of the picturesque stage and freight routes.

was in sight. By 1867 the rails of the Union Pacific and Kansas Pacific

railroads were at Cheyenne and Ellsworth, Mansas, respectively. In

1870 Denver had rail connections with both roads.
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The Colorado overland traffic dates from 1859 to 1870; and, while

that traffic was developing, the local toll road oor:paneb were

building many hundreds of miles into the mountain mining ficids.

One of the first acts of the territorial legislature in 1861

was the passage of an act permitting organ±zation and construction

of toll roads. Between 1861 and 1866, 43 such road companies were

founded. This method of road system development was carried on for

many years, the last toll road--that from Manitou to the top of

Pikes Peak--being turned over to the highway department in 1936,

After the admission of the state into the Union in 1876, and until

the middle /80s, toll roads were still the one best method of

getting into distant mining camps.

The decade 1870-1850 was one of considerable development, /both

for rail and road transportation, in spite of the fact that the

nation passed through a severe period of depression. There was a

large volume of long distance highway freight haul, and as neither

the territorial nor the new state government was able to finance

road construction, most of the new roads were organized as toll

roads and financed by private capital. A large mileage of mountain

roads was built. It was during this period that Otto Mears won the

designation "the pathfinder of the San Juan," and southwestern

Colorado was opened to cOmmerce largely through the vision and

energy of this indefatigable man. Beginning in 1867 as a trail

p:-,oker, he finanend and constructed roads until, in the early '80s,

Vf.e Mear ryem of roads comprised over 400 miles of mountain highway.
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From 1880 to 1900 settlement of the Colorado plains was actively

carried on, many of the existing towns being incorporated during this

period, and hundreds of miles of the present road system were laid

out.

In 1876 the first state legislature made available for road

and bridge construction a portion of the Internal Improvement fund,

a fund derived from sales of state lands, amounting to about 250,000.

Prior to 1907 the roads of the state were constructed and maintained

under supervision of the county commissioners with funds derived from

the Internal Improvement fund, from poll tax, and from oounty levy.

Special funds for specific projects could be obtained through legis-

lative enactment, upon petition, through the county commissioners.

Usually the county engineer located the road, the state engineer

approved the project, and if constructed, the county commissioners

supervised the work.

Through the '80s and '90s, the toll road method of development

was replaced by county road construction either from bond issue

funds or from state funds to the county or road district upon petitions

of freeholders to the state government through the county commissioners.

Probably the first bond issue for a public road in Colorado was voted

at an election in 1871 for the construction of the Colorado Springs-

Ute Pass route.

From 1890 to about 1898 both highway and railroad construction

lagged, due to the financial troubles of that decade.
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rt will be seen that the pioneer period of transportation develo
pment in

Colorado ended with the close of the century. The motor car appeared

In Colorado in 1900, and it soon became apparent that better roa
ds must

be built. In 1902 the Colorado Automobile association was formed, and

this group organized the Good Roads association.. That association

sponsored the legislation of 1907 and 1909. The session of 1907 initi-

ated the first statewide attempt looking toward an organised 
system of

highways. The act provided for the creation of road districts 
organized

corporate bodies upon petition of freeholders in each 
county, sub-

Sect to the approval of the county commissioners. The districts were

to be operated by an elected board of directors, whose 
activities were

to be subject to the approval of the county commissioners. 
The funds

tor each district were to be supplied by a special half-m
ill levy on all

4'eml property..



II

Ug PER/OD OFSTAThilIDE HIGHWAY DEVELOPMENT-1909-1,936.

Prior to 1909 the idea of planning and constructing highways

on a statewide basis had not been conceived. Although the auto-

mobile was forcing a more general program of road building, it

was still left to the individual counties, but the state appro-

priated various sums of money for the construction or improvement

of "wagon roads" in different sections. These roads were located by

the state engineer, the county commissioners and the county surveyors,

and were built under- the direction of the commissioners.

After 1907 the development of the statewide idea as it related

to highways came int, the picture, and for a dozen years thereafter

successive legislatures groped through the darkness of inexperience

in search of the best method of procedure. From 1909 to 1921 fnur

completely different rlans were tried before a satisfactory solution

of the problem was found.

In 1909 (Ch. 57 S.1.) the first state highway department was

established, consisting of three membors, representing the eastern,

central and western sections of the state. Tho board. was directed

by the statute to prepare a map showing all the open public roads in

each county and "all roads and proposed roads which the said commis-

Sin deem of sufficient public importance to entitle them to state

aid in their construction, improvement and maintenance under this

act, and which, when completed, will provide an adequate system of



state roads to the various markets and business centers of the state,

and connect such centers with each other." The act appropriated

$50,000, te be distributed to the counties by the commission on the

basis of area and probable cost of essential roads, but no money was

to be provided to any county which failed or refused to provide

twice as much from its own funds as was provided by the state allot-

ment. Counties were required to do the work under the direction of

the highway commission. Under this authority a system of roads

totaling 1,643 miles was established.

That law was repealed in 1913, but in the intervening session

cif the legislature (Cho 22, S. L. 1911) an 'official "Colorado Scenic

Highway" was established, along the following route: Denver, Colorado

Springs via Palmer Lake, Pueblo, Walsenburg, Alamosa, the Continental

Divide at or near Summitville, Pagosa Springs, Durango, Silverton,

Ouray, Grand (Colorado) river to Glenwood Springs, Redcliff, Tennessee

pass, LeadVille, Buena Vista, Salida, Canon City and Pueblo. This

highway was to cost not less than $300 or more than $1,000 a mile,

and an appropriation of '25,000 was made to finance construction.

The same session (Ch. 23) made minor changes in the 1909 highway law,

creating a continuing appropriation of $25,000 a year and providing

that funds from the Internal Improvement permanent fund and the

Internal Improvement Income fund should thereafter be appropriated to

the highway commission. The state had not yet undertaken construction,

and highway funds were to be alloted to the counties, 90 per cent of

the total going to countieS that would provide double the amount of

their allotment.

-7 Qs,



In 1913 the highway act of 1909 was repealed (Ch. 88) and

the department was reconstructed under a state highway commissioner

and an advisory board of five members, each representing a dis-

trict defined in the act 4 Their duties and funds were substan-

tially as provided in 1909, but the department was given authority

to divide the public roads into two classes---,Primary and Secondary.

As in 1909, the work was still to be done by the counties under the

direction and with the approval of the commissioner and the ad-

visory board.

That system continued until 1917, when the act of 1913 was

repealed (Ch. 78) and statewide highway construction by the state,

rather than by the counties, was first recognized. The department

as re-created was headed by a state highway commissioner and a

commission composed of five members, each representing a district

defined in the statute. The road systom was: to be divided into two

classes—State Highways--"those portions of State Routes which

shall be accepted as such by the commission and are to be maintained

by the state," and County Highways--"those portions of the public

hi ghways to be constructed and maintained by the counties." The

act also provided for a system of State Routes, including "the high-

ways heretofore constructed or declared to be state highways under

allthority of previous legislation," but the highway commission
 was

given Rower to abandon, change or add to the then established system.

With this changing picture highway financing also was put 
on a

8
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more substantial basis, The act appropriated to the highway com-

mission the proceeds of a half-mill road levy approved by popular

vote at the election of 1914, present and future legislative ap-

propriations, receipts from the two Internal Improvement funds and

from existing legislation for motor vehicle and chauffeurs' licenses,

receipts from the sale of authorized bond issues; donations, in-

cluding "allotments or payments made to the state by the federal

government......toward the construction, improvement or maintenance

of state highways" (the first reference to Federal Aid), The high-

way commissioner was required to prepare a budget for construction

and maintenance, which, if approved by the commission, went to the

Governor for his approval. If he disapproved, the commission, by

unanimous vote, could overrule him. The commissioner was required

to prepare plans for state roads and to supervise aonstruction under

contracts. That was the first step in the direction of actual con-

struction by the state itself.

The Law of 1917 remained in effect until 1921 (Ch. 136), when

it was repealed and the present highway system was established.

Motor Vehicle and Chauffeurs' Licenses---Until 1913, automobiles

and drivers were subject to no tax levies except ordinary property

taxes, but in that year (Ch. 114) the legislature provided for the

registration of all cars and the collection of license fees ranging

from $2.50 to $10, dependent upon horsepower. Paid chauffeurs were

relVired to pay a license fee of $1. The proceeds of these taxes

Were distributed evenly between the state highway department and the

-9



oeunties in proportion to the revenue collected in each. In 1919

(Ch.. 161) the act of 1913 was repealed and a new registration and

lieense law was enacted, the minimum fee for automobiles being

raised to $5 and chauffeurs' licenses being increased to $2 per

year. The receipts from these taxes were divided on the same basis

as in the 1913 law, between the state highway department and the

oeunties. The act of 1919 is still in effect, except for minor

amendments in 1931 (Cho 122) and 1933 (Ch. 129).

Gasoline Taxes---Motor fuel was untaxed until 1919, in which

year the legislature (Ch.. 168) levied a tax of one cent per gallon,

to be divided evenly between the highway department and the counties,

according to the mileage of state routes and state highways in each.

In 1923 the tax was increased to two cents (Ch.153). Again, in

1927 (Ch. 140), it was increased to three cents and the disposition

of receipts was changed so that 70 per cent went to the state high-

way department and 30 per cent to the counties in proportion to their

state highway mileage, to be used solely for highway construction and

maintenance. In 1929 (Cho 139) the tax was increased to four cents

and receipts were distributed 70 per cent to the state highway fund,

27 per cent to the counties in proportion to state highway mileage,

and, three per cent to a special fund in the highway department for

work en municipal streets in proportion to the number of motor vehicle

registrations in the counties. In 197,5 the second extraordinary

Session increased the tax to five cents for the period from February 1

to August 311 1934, for emergency relief purposes. The extra tax

- 10 -



expired by limitation, and in Septem
ber the four-cent tax was again

in effect, and no changes have been 
made since that time. In ad-

dition to the state tax the federal 
government imposes a tax of one

cent, which in the period 1932-1935,
 both inclusive, resulted in

collections for federal purposes tot
aling $6,119,540. State gasoline

taxes from 1919 to 1936 had produced 
approximately $35,600,000 for

highway purposes.

Mill levies for Highway Purposes---T
he first state tax levy

for highway construction and mainten
ance was fixed at one-half mill

by popular vote in November, 1914, and 
was repealed in 1929 by

legislative act (Ch. 155). In 1919 the legislature voted 
another

half-mill levy "for the purpose of 
building highways within the state

of Colorado" (Ch. 129), but that levy a
lso was repealed in 1923

(ch. 127). Since that time there has been no 
general state property

except for retirement of the 1921 bo
nd issue,

tax for highways,/but most of the co
unties still maintain levies for

the construction and maintenance of 
county roads.

Highway Bond Issues---In 1921 (Ch.
 139) the legislature author-

ized the issuance of $5,000,000 in
 bonds "for the construction and

improvement of public highways", 
running serially until 1952 and

payable from the proceeds of a special 
tax imposed for that purpose.

In June, 1936, the outstanding bala
nce of $2,710,000 was refunded

at a lower rate of interest and, exce
pt for current retirements, is

now outstanding. In 1923 (Ch. 129) a second bond
 issue was authorized

by the legislature in the amount of $6,
000,000, "to meet and accept

federal mid in the construction and 
improvement of public highways."

- 11 -



The bonds, which were to mature serially to 1945 and which were to

be paid from the receipts of motor vehicle license fees and a

special tax if needed, :lave all been retired at this time,.

Public Carriers Tax---By legislative act of 1927(Ch.134) pub
lic

carriers on the highways of the state are subject to a ton-mile

tax under direction of the public utilities commission. The receipts

from this tax are divided evenly between the state highway d
epart-

ment and the counties, in proportion to the state highway mileage

in each county. In 1931 (Ch. 120) a tax of similar nature also

was imposed on private carriers using the public highways. At first

the receipts of this tax were divided 75 per cent to the state high-

way department and 25 per cent to the counties on the basis of state

highway mileage, but under an amendment adopted in 1935 (Ch. 166)

of the gross and of the net

20 per cent/is now deducted for administration,/70 per cent goes to

the state highway department and 30 per cent to the counties on 
the

same basis as before.

Fines for Violations---Under the provisions of Ch. 164 S. L.

1935 establising tl.e uniform motor vehicle law, all fines for the

violation of its provisions are divided 50 per cent to the state

highway department and 50 per cent into the general fund of the

counties where collected.

Diversions from Highway Funds---In 1933, when emergency funds

were needed to meet relief demands, the legislature (Ch.134) trans-

ferred from the state highway fund to the general fund of the state

50 per cent of the receipts from motor vehicle, drivers' and chauffeurs

- 12 -



licenses for the biennial period of Zune 30, 1933-1935. At the

second oxtraordinary session of 1933 (Ch. 16), in addition to

imposing an additional one-cent gaaoline tax for a limited period,

the highway department's share of

the legislature impounded for relief purposes 25 per cent of/all

gasoline taxes collected from February 20, 1934, to January 20.

1935. These diversions from highway funds led to the adoption

Of a constitutional amendment at the election in November, 1934,

(Ch. 93, S. L. 1935) providing that "On and after July 1,1935,

the proceeds from the imposition of any license, registration fee

or other charge with respect to the operation of any motor vehicle

upon any public highway in this state, and the proceeds from the

imposition of any tax on gasoline or other liquid motor fuel shall,

except costs of administration, be used exclusively for the con-

struction, maintenance and supervision of the public highways of

this state."

Federal Aid---The first gesture toward consideration of high-

ways on a nationvride scale was made during the legislative session

*f 1913, when Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 6 asked that oongress

establish and construct a national system of highways. Commencing

With the highway act of 1917, already described in this chapter,

Specific provision was made for the acceptance of federal aid, as

was done also in chapter 116 of that session and numerous later

statutes.. The first direct contribution from the federal govern-

ment was in the amount of $2,500 in 1916. This was followed by

about 08,000 to the end of 1919. The first important federal grants

- 13 -



began in 1920, following passage of the Colorado act of 1917,

$810,000 being alloted to the state in that year. The Colorado

law of 1921, giving the highway department authority to enter into

contracts with the federal government for highway construction,

marked the beginning of the present federal aid grogram. From

that time to the beginning of 1936, federal aid grants to the high-

way department cf Colorado totaled slightly more than 37,000,000.

Federal aid to the several states for highway construction

began with the congressional Federal Aid Road act of 1916, ext
ending

aid to states on a post or mail road basis. The war gave additional

impetus to the program of nationwide highway construction, 
result-

ing in the congressional act of 1921, which definitely established

federal aid on a permanent basis. Funds are distributed to the

states in proportion to area, population and mileage of post r
oads,

each factor counting one-third. Under this distribution Colorado,

With a total of 51,000 miles of accredited roads as determined by

the United States Bureau of Public Roads, was alloted seven per ce
nt

of the total, or 3,570 miles, as the official federal aid system,

and this total had grown to 3,621 at the end of 1936. The routes

were so selected that approximately 90 per cent of the state'
s

Population as of 1920 live within 10 miles of the system.

-14-
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THE PRESENT HIGHMY ORGANMTION

The act of 1921 created the prce::,' Su. nghway department,

the executive officer being known Ls the stat,. highway engineer.

An advisory board consisting of seven members z11 ,1 as created, each

member representing a highway district containing such ocun'Aes as

were named in the act. The members of the advisory board are appointed

for three-year terms and serve without pay, receiving only their

necessary travel and other expenses incurred in the performance of

their official duties.

With reference to the establishment of a state highway system

the act provided; "The state highway system shall consist in the

first instance of the highways heretofore constituting or declared

be state highways under authority of previous legislation, but

the highway engineer, with the approval of the highway advisory board

hereby created, shall have full power to abandon or change any part

of the same, or to add thereto. No highway or part of the same

that has not been designated and accepted under the provisions of

this- act as a state highway shall become such until by a proper reS9-

1ution it shall have been specifically designated and accepted by

the board as a state highway. All highways not so designated and

accepted all be county highways and be constructed, improved and

maintained as such, except as otherwise provided in this act."

The act further provided that maintenance of state highways

Shall be carried on by the State Highway department at the joint •

-.15 -
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expense of the state and the county in wi,ich the highway is located,

provided that in no instance shall a count: be required to pay more

than one-half the cost of maintenance. Provision was made for the

inclusion in the state highyay or county road system of streets in

cities or towns of less than 2,500 population "when such streets

form necessary or convenient connecting for carrying such high-

ways through cities or towns,w but especially excluded other city

and town streets from the provisions of the act. This latter limi-

tmtion as to population, however, was removed in 1929 (Ch.139, Sec.11).

It is the duty of the advisory board, with the aid of the highway

engineer and the state treasurer, to provide an annual budget of

anticipatedrevenues anil proposed expenditures, showing the amounts

allotted for administrative and engineering expenses and "in general

Where such construction is to be located, how much for maintenance

and the extent of highway it is proposed to maintain, together with

such other essential facts as the board may deem necessary in order

that the people of the state nay have full knowledge as to how much

money there may be available in a given year for the work of the

department and how it is proposed to spend the money." The act fur-

ther provides that full consideration shall be given the suggestions

Of county commissioners, and that the budget in its final form shall

be printed and sent without charge to any citizen who may request it.

Because ef his control of the finances of the department under authority

of the Colorado Code law, the Governor has final authority, as he must

approve the budget before it becomes effective.

- 16 -



Provision is made in the act for cooperative ;:ontr,-; with the

federaa government for highway construction, provided that no such ctul-

tract can involve "the expenditure of funds greater than that included

in the budget for the current fiscal year."

Mile there have been minor changes since the adoption of the

act of 1921, that is the Highway department as it exists today, Under

the chief engineer are the divisions of administration, engineering,

accounting and maintenance. In addition to these divisions there are

seven engineering divisions, each in charge of a division engineer,

but the boundaries of these engineering districts, because of physical

necessities, do not coincide with the boundaries of the advisory board

seven

districts. Also there are xiitt/maintenance districts, each in charge

of a maintenance engineer. This state organization, together with the

county commissioners for the construction and maintenance of county roads,

and the Bureau of Public Roads of the United States Department of Agri-

culture for Federal Aid highways, constitutes the regularly organized

highway force of the state. In addition, the national park service and

the forest service construct and maintain highways within the limits

nf their respective jurisdictions.

From the establishment of the first state highway board in 1909

to the period of statewide road construction in 1919, the total rec
eipts

ef the department were ,1,3,650,770 and disbursements totaled ',3,571,258,

Since 1919 there have been four important sources of revenue f3r the

department, federal aid and motor fuel taxes accounting for 68,6 
per cent

Of the total, mill levies 11.7 per cent and bond issues 11.8 per cent.
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From these four sources came 92.1 per cent of the department's funds,

the remainder being from motor vehicle licenses, chauffeur's license

fees, fines, etc. Since 1919 the construction and improvements

Of highways consumed . 77.3 per cent of total disbursements, and

maintenance of roads and equipment consumed 18.4 per cent, or 95,7

per cent of all disbursements. Of amounts spent on construction and

improvement, 60.5 was spent on federal aid projects, 13.1 per cent

on state roads and 3.6 per eent on county bond projects, the last

named onding in 1926.

For the year 1935 receipts of the department, typical of pre-

sent financing, were: Federal aid funds, 45.6 per cent; motor fuel

tax, 50.3 per cent; carriers' fees, 2.9 per cent; motor vehicle

license fees, 0.9 per cent, and Internal Improvement funds, 0.3

per cent. For the same year disbursements were on the following basis:

Construction, 71.9 per cent; maintenance, 19.1 per cent; advance

surveys, 1.7 per cent; administration, 3,2 per cent, and miscellaneous,

5.9 per cent.

The  25,OOO 000 Tund

In 1935 the legislature (Ch. 124) revamped the highway com-

Mission as established in 1921, but the changes were wholly techni-

ml and were for the purpose of enabling the department to issue

anticipation warrants to finance a comprehensive program of new

construction on the arterial highways of the state. The commission,

by this act, was converted into a department and declared to be a body

corporatelo with the Governor and the seven members of the advisory

board as its trustees.
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The act established two funds in the department. The first,

known as the State Highway fund and confined to the payment of the

issue of anticipation warrants and interest, consists of receipts

taxes

from any appropriations to the fund from excise/and all revenues

accruing from motor vehicle operation and motor fuel taxes. The

second, known as the State Highway Supplementary fund, constitutes

the normal operating rovenues of the department and is composed of

the following items; Any balance in the ordinary Highway fund at

the effective date of the act; any appropriations made to the fund;

all moneys from the two established Internal Improvement funds;

receipts from the sale of bonds authorized for that purpose; federal

grants and other public donations for highway work, and other minor

miscellaneous receipts not specifically allocated to the payment of

anticipation warrants.

At the same 1935 session the legislature (Ch. 181) authorized

the highway advisory board, with the approval of the highway engineer

and the Gnovernor, to issue anticipation warrants not in excess of

$25,000,000, "payable solely from revenues accruing to the Highway

fund" and extending over a period beginning three years after date

sf issue and extending not more than 30 years from that time. These

warrants were issued and sold late in 1936, and an eNp,:m4.06. program

of construction of the principal arterial highways of the state was

put under way at once.

—19—
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ry.

TOPOGRAPHY AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS

No study of present progress or future development in the con-

struction of a highway system can be made intelligently without

consideration of topographic and climatic conditions. The highway

problems of the eastern and middle-western states are multiplied

by a variety of conditions existing in Colorado. Here a sparse

population combines with altitude and resultant climatic difficul-

ties to add heavily to the burden of highway construction and main-

tenance. Colorado is equal in area to the states of New York, New

Hampshire, Connecticut and Ohio, but the aggregate population of

these states is 20 times as great as Colorado's. Again, Colorado

is 12 times as large as Massachusetts and nearly twice as large as

Iowa, but the population of Massachusetts is more than four times

as great as Colorado's, and Iowa's is more than twice as great.

These comparisons are made for the purpose of indicating the -

manifestly more serious problem presented here than in other states

Of greater wealth and with fewer physical obstacles to overcome.

Colorado has the highest mean elevation of any state in the

Union, only about one-fourth of its area lying below 5,000 feet and

the rest ranging from 5,000 to more than 14,000 feet above sea

level. As the highways enter the state from the east they are at

an altitude of about 3,400 feet, ascending gradually toward the west

until the Trail Ridge highway, west of -,3stes Park, is reached at an

altitude of 12,185 feet, a rise of nearly 8,800 feet in a maximum

- 20 -



iistance of approximately 280 miles (Lamar to Trail Ridge).

These variations in altitude, common to all highways cross-

ing the state from east to west, entail tremendously expensive

construction and snow removal costs during a large part of the year.

Added to this factor and that of sparse population is the further

consideratien that approximately one-third of the state's area

is owned by the federal government as public domain, national

forests and national parks and monuments, further emphasizing

the impossibility of constructing adequate cross-state highways

through taxation within the statee

Colorado lies between the 103rd and 109th degrees of longitude

and the 37th and 41st parallels. It is approximately 390 miles

long from east to west and 270 miles wide from north to south.

Its total area is considerably over 100,000 square miles. Its :

principal divisions are the eastern, or plains region, includi
ng

about 42 per cent of its area; the mountain region, containing

abeut 35 per cent, and the western, or plateau region, with 
about

23 per cent.

From its mountain mass tho Colorado river and its tributaries

flew to the southwest, draining the entire Western Slope area; the

Rio Grande, draining the south-central section, flows to the south;

the Arkansas, draining the southeast section, flows to the east;

the Seuth Platte, draining the central and northeast section, 
flows

to the northeast, and the North rlatte, draining the section 
included

in North park, flows to the north into Wyoming. Minor drainage basins,

in addition, are the Republicans in the north-eastern

21 -



section, and the Cimarron in the extreme southeast.

Traversing the state in a broken line from north to south,

the Continental Divide of the aocl:y mountains is about 460 miles

in length, and from it, spreading in all directions, are high

subsidiary ranges totaling 520 miles in length and equaling the

Continental Divide in altitude. There are 52 recognized peaks

over 14,000 feet high and more than 1,000 that exceed 10,000 feet.

Rainfall--In the eastern section, including the drainage

basins of the South Platte, the Arkansas and the Republican, the

annual rminfall averages from 10 to 20 inches, being under 16

inches ever about 65 per cent of the area. In the Colorado River

basin, including about 38,000 square miles, or 37 per cent of the

state total, slightly over half the area averages under 16 inches,

While over the rest of the area the average is from 16 to 30

inches. In the Rio Grande drainage(iLe anLais vr-lloy), including

about 7,500 square miles, the annual precipitation is under 10 inches

for the most part and under 16 inches throughout except for the

higher mountain- areas. In the Forth Platte basin about one-half

receives less than 16 inches and the remainder from 16 to 20 inches.

Snowfall--The annual snowfall in the plains ,district of

eastern Colorado ranges from less than 20 inches in the eastern

section to about 40 inches at the base of the mountains. From

8,000 feet altitude to 12,000 feet the annual total is much greater.

Records of the state engineer for 116 gauging stations covering

30,320 square miles and ranging in altitude from 8,625 feet to
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11,325 feet showed for the winter of 1935-6 (Considered an average

year for snowfall) the following average deposits of snow and water

content (77C) on the dates indicated, all figures being inches:

February 1, 36-47 inches; 8-9'. inches ("3); 'arch 1, 54-68 inches;

14-16 inches (-C); April 1, 44-61 inches; 13-20 inches (-.3);

May 1, 16-31 inches; 6-14 incl'es (73).

The greatest depths recorded for that year annear to have

been in the San Juan mountains, east of the Ouray-3ilverton dis-

trict. 7olf Creek pass showed 91 inches; Cameron pass, 80 inches;

from Cameron pass to the head of St. Vrain creek, an average of

72 inches; Rabbit Ears pass, 60 inches; Columbine Lodge, a maximum

Of 90 inches and a three-months average of 81 inches; Berthoud pass

(March and April), 68 inches; Marshall pass (March), 58 inches;

Lizard Head, 63 inches; The Fremont-Tennessee Pass district, 54 inches;

Loveland and Hoosier passes (April), 57 inches; north side of

Schofield pass, 65 inches. The Flat Tops area, with stations north-

east of Trappers lake and south of Buford, recorded 60 and 68 inches,

and a station south of Parshall showed 45 and 50 inches in March

and April.

Although there are no records available to bear out the assertion,

it is safe to say that in extreme winters the figures given above may

be increased from one-third to one-half. It should be noted that

While average depths of snow recorded in the Rocky mountains are

only approximately half as great as those recorded in the Sierra

Nevadas, the snow season in Colorado lasts from a month to six weeks
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Comparative Vileages - Airline, Highway, Railroad

Mileage Between

Deliver
Deliver

C°e-lciale
'Jestcliffe
I:ea-6-1/2.1e
Pen

Glenwood Sprgs
Lake city

./r4ke City
l'n4ke City
-laray
Olaray

Creede

;ilverton
,te Collins
1 den

Not

Leadville
Dotsero
Villa C,rove
Cre stone
2:.spen
Crested

• Delta
Ouray
Creede
Silverton
Silverton
Telluride
Silverton
Telluride
Rico
Steamboat
Denver

Air-
line

75
110
12
16

Butte 24
65
21
24
26
16
10
34
13
23

Sprgs• 86
91

High- Rail-

___r.9. road Difference

115
167
49
116
58
34

134
101
58
125
24

40
57
37
100
38
30
69
80
34
99

54(141)*44(131)*

184 150
79(184)*66(150)*

144 121
165 79
151 60

151
167
SO

115
131
288
141
110
269
305
218
55
314
177
142
266
241

76
57
38
99

101
264
76
89
245
279
202
45
280
164
119
180
150

(*) The larger mileage figure is that shown by the mileage tabula-

ti°1.18 of Highway department on its official map. The reason for the

difference is that the highway mileage is that of an all-year route, while

the shorter mileage would probably be only a summer route.
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V.

THE DEVELOPYEITT OF HIGHWAY riLal,G3 AND REVENU3S

As has been noted in a previous chapter, the first designation

of roads on a statewide basis was made in 1910 and showed 1,643

miles in the system. In 1916, after a more thorough mapping of the

important roads of the state, the highway commission showed a total

of 7,083 miles. A more comprehensive survey was made by the high-

way commission in 1921, with the result that the total grew to

8,207 miles. At the end of 1935 the system contained 9,420 miles

of state highway* including federal aid roads and also including

209 miles of highways projected but not yet constructed.

In the years 1916-1918, inclusive, there was expended on federal

aid, state and forest highways, according to the best figures avail-

able, approximately c;)2,952,000, distributed as follows: State pro-

jects, $155,750; county bond projects, '2„110,000; federal aid projects,

$686,000. It was during this period that the first concrete roads

were built, radiating from Denver.

From the beginning of highway construction by the state in

1919 tO the end of 1935 the total amount spent for construction was

$78,570,000, of which $61,022,000 was spent on federal aid roads,

$13,125,000 on state highways and $4,423,000 on county bond projects.

In the same period the national forest service spent $11,986,000

on roads within the forests and the national parks service spent

$3,641i000 on roads within the parks--a total of $15,537,000. Of that

amount, however, a considerable portion was spent on surveys and in

the construction of trails that do not form a part of the general
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THE HIGHWAY DOLLAR
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highway system, so it is probable that about $10,000,000 should be

charged directly to construction of roads important in the state

system.

Thus it is seen that the system in 1916 contained slightly

over 7,000 miles, and had been expanded to 9,420 miles at the end

of 1935. In that entire period the state and federal government

combined had spent about $91,521,000 in highway construction and

improvement.

The balance sheet of the highway department for the period 1910-

1935, both inclusive, shows the following receipts and disbursements

in rounded figures:

Receipts: Disbursements:

Federal aid $37,138,000 administration $ 2,818,000
Mill levies 12,864,000 Construction:
Gasoline tax 35,621,000 Federal aid roads $61,708,000
Int. Imp. fund 2,822,000 State roads 13,281,000
M.V. licenses 2,636,000 County bond pr0J. 6,533,000
Bus L Truck fees 537,000 Miscellaneous 684 CLO
County funds 1,757,000 Total construction 82,206,000
Bond issues 11,151,000 Maintenance of roads 15,473,000
Miscellaneous 1 956,,000 Miacellaneous 4, 7Q9

Total 1910-1935 $106,68L,000 Total 1910-1935 $105,277,000

In addition to the amounts spent on public highways by the state

and the federal government, the counties spend large sums in the con-

struction and maintenance of county or local roads. In recent years the an-

nual total for the counties has decreased, owing to the expansion of the state

highway system. Estimates made by the federal bureau of public roads show

that the counties are spending annually about :3,500,000 on these roads, and

that county funds devoted to road purposes in the period 1:?10-1935, inclusive,

have totaled about 116,000,000.
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The best estimate of total road expenditures in the state, in-

cluding surveys, administration and other essential costs, shows the

following summary of highway costs for the 26-year period:

State highway department 0.05,277,000

County disbursements 116,000,000

Nat'l. par's and forests iqxsoo,000

Total all sources 231,277,000

As is shown in the tabulation from the department's balance

sheet, of the total amount spent on highways since 1910,78 per cent

has gone to construction, 15 per cent to maintenance of roads, 2
.4

per cent tp administrative costs and 4.6 per cent to miscellaneous

items of expense, including purchase and maintenance of er7!ipment.

2,s might be anticipated, the division of costs for later years shows

increasing maintenance and administrative costs and slightly lessened

proportions spent on actual construction. The report for 1936 shows

72 per cent devoted to construction, 19 per cent to maintenance of

road, 3.6 per cent to administrative costs and 5.4 per cent to mis-

cellaneous items.

The following table shows in rounded figures the largest items

of receipts and disbursements since the organization of the depart-

ment under the present law. All figures are for fiscal years except

for 1928-1929, which includes 13 months, and all figures after

that are for calendar years:
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Xhar Fe4eral Aid _Mill Levies 

RECEIPTq 

Bond Issues Gasoline Tx Mtsc, Total

1922 1,267,000 1,520,000 4,872,000 318,000 1,356,000 $ 9,333,000
1923 1,288,000 1,530,000 1,500,000 418,000 822,000 5,558,000
1924 1,562,000 861,000 1,500,000 844,000 218,000 4,965,000
1925 1,444.000 763,000 1,000,000 917,000 235,000 4,379,000

16 1,136,000 766,000 2,000,000 1,043,000 160,000 5,105,000
1927 1,148,000 763,000 1,741,000 179,000 3,831,000
1926 1,730,000 788,000 2,665,000 132,000 5,315,000
1929 1,879,000 433,000 3,909,000 139,000 6,360,000
1930 2,299,000 4,172,000 204,000 6,675,000

1931 4,793,000 4,220,000 272,000 9,285,000
1932 2,103,000 3,791,000 265,000 6,159,000
1933 4,260,000 3,664,000 145,000 8,069,000
1934 6,424,000 2,981,000 1,041,000 10,446,000
1935 .i61.000 4.138.000 34),..000 8.240.000

Totals

_3

25,094,000 7,444,000 $10,872,000 $34,521,000 $5,509,000 $93,740,000

(See next page for Disbur-iements)
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DISBURSEMENTS 

Year Administratioa Construction Maintenance Miscellaneoup Tctal

1922 $ 168,000 $ 5,704,000 $ 708,000 $ 156,000 $ 6,736,000
1923 174,000 4,306,000 838,000 135,000 5,453,000
1924 153,000 4,589,000 605,000 118,000 5,665,000
1925 135,000 3,530,000 808,000 114,000 4,587,000

1926 125,000 3,820,000 806,000 58,000 4,809,000
1927 102,000 3,128,000 864,000 71,000 4,165,000
1928 115,000 4,317,000 917,000 567,000 5,916,000
1929 174,000 3,766,000 1,336,000 493,000 5,769,000
1930 173,000 5,045,000 1,559,000 322,000 7,099,000

1931 196,000 8,131,000 1,364,000 437,000 10,128,000
1,32 222,000 4,294,000 1,384,000 407,000 6,307,000
1933 203,000 6,109,000 1,231,000 222,000 7,765,000
1934 219,000 8,299,000 1,247,000 604,000 10,369,000
135 237.000 ,336 ,000 L419000 427..000 7 419„j:00

Totals 4 2,396,000 $ 70,374,000 $ 15,286,000 $ 4,131,000 $ 92,187,000

In addition to the absve amounts the department from 1930 to 1934, inclusive, received

for the account r,f the three per cent fund (for highway construction in cities and towns)

4952,000 End disbursed 4914,000.
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COLORADO STATE PLANNING COMMISSION
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The exioting state highway system contains 9,211 mile
s after

deducting 209 miles of projected rcad from the gres: total of
 9,420.

Construction condition of these roads as of January 1, 1936, 
was as

follows:

Miles

3,751
3,304
958
694
504

Total 9,211

Type of Road Per cent of total

Graded and drained 40.7

Gravel or rock surfaced 36.0

Oil processed 10.4

Bituminous mat 7.5

Concrete paved 5.4 

100.0

Of the total mileage, 3,529 miles axsein the federal aid or seven per-

cent system, and 5,68t miles are in the state system but not in t
he

federal aid. Of the mileage in the federal aid system, as of January

1, 1936, 1,655 miles, or 47 per cent, was substandard as juftged by

the specifications et the bureau of public roads.

Gasoline Taxes 

As has been noted in a previous chapter, the first motor fuel

tax law, assessing a tax of one cent per gallon, was aetopted in 1919.

In 1923 the tax was raised to two cents, in 1927 to three cents and

in 1929 to four cents. It has remained at the last named figure

since 1929 except that for seven months in 1924 an additional cent

was imposed for state relief purposes. In the same year the legisla-

ture impounded 25 par cent of the highway department's share of the

gasoline tmx for a period of 11 months, also for relief purposes.

In the period from 1919 to 1935 the annual collections from gaso-

line tax have grown to twenty-five times the first year's total, due
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in part to the quadrupling mt.' the tax and in part to the incleased

use of cars on the improved highways.

The following table shows, in rounded figures, for the period

commencing with 1919 and ending December 31.1935, the annual collect-

ions, refunds on fuel purchased for non-road use, and the amounts

distributed to the

Year Amount

state highway derartment

Exemptions and

and the

Tb Hkallyelz
Department

counties:

To Counties
Collected Refunds

1919 $ 274,000 6,000 $ 250,000
1920 479,000 6,000 230,000

1921 568,000 13,000 320,000 263,000
1922 650,000 13,000 318,000 263,000
1923 846,000 24,000 418,000 566,000
1924 1,726,000 24,000 844,000 566,000
1925 1,865,000 30,000 917,000 904,000

1926 2,145,000 59,000 1,043,000. 946,000
1927 3,149,000 137,000 1,741,000 1,506,000
1925 4,417,000 248,000 2,665,000 1,203,000
1929 5,560,000 466,000 3,909,000 1,455,000
1930 6,642,000 616,000 4,172,000 1,603,000

1931 6,858,000 730,000 4,220,000 1,650,000
1932 6,134,000 665,000 3,791,000 1,445,000
1933 6,013,000 688,000 3,664,000 1,419,000
1934 7,301,000 856,000 2,981,000 1,500,000
1935 6.815 000 805,000 4,138,000 1 595.000

Totals $61,442,000 $5,386,000 $35,621,000 $16,893,000

In considering these figures it should be remembered that until

1927 the surplus receipts from gasoline taxes were divided between the

..tate highway department and the counties, with the right in the depart-
, from 1919 to 1923,

me%t/to keep all sums necessary to match federal aid. After the act of

1927 the fund was divide4,70 per cent to the highway department and 30

Per ....Grit to the counties. In 1029 another act changed the distribution,

giving the highway department 70 per cent, the counties 27 per cent
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and the cities and towns three per cent.

One element that merits conal6erbtion is the rapidly increasing

Proportion of total gas:dine colectionc which is refunded to pur-

chasers for non-road use. !.;inen eote3i.ishment c the tax in 1919

it has increased from a minimum of 1,1 per sent in 1920 to a maximum

Of more than 11.7 per cent in 1935. It is impossible to say with

assurance whether the privilege of refunds is being misused, but there

is ample reason for suspecting that closer checks on the actual use

Of motor fuel are needed. Taking 1934 an a typical year, the dis-

tribution of refunds is as follows: Agriculture, 59 per cent; con-

tractors, 14 per cent; counties, state and municipalities, 17 per

cent, and miscellaneous users, 10 per cent.

Ds 1935 gasoline taxes provided slightly more than half the

fUnds made available for the state highway department, and, excluding

federal aid, provided 92 per cent, so the importance of this type

°f revenue is apparent. Of 15 western states extendin,s. from Kansas

to the Pacific, five have five-cent gas taxes, eight have four-cent

taxes and two have three-cent taxes, so Colorado is with the majority

in the tax levied at this time. California and Kansas are the only

two having three-cent taxes.

Motor Vehicle Drivers' and Chauffeurs' Licenses 

While the licensing of motor vehicles and drivers has not con-

t
ributed largely to the financing if the state highway department,

some details of the operation of that source of revenue may well be

given here, The first licensing law was passed in 1913r nnd sine that

ti-131 the receipts, above expenses, have been divided bttwuen die high-

commission and the counties except that for thEN 'tom-year period
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1935-1935 all receipts belonging to the highw
ay commission

wore aiverted by legislative ant into the genora
l fund of the

state, to supplement relief work.

It is needless to show by years the numbe
r ef motor vehicles

licensed since 1913. It is sufficient to say that the number

of passenger cars increased from 13,135 in 191
3 to a maximum of

276,847 in 1930, after which it decreased until 
1934, when the

total started to increase. The total for 1935 was 25C,148. Truck
s,

first listed separately in 1920, increased 
from 7,585 in that

year to a maximum of 32,082 in 1931. The following two years

shcwed a decrease, but the number increased in
 1934, and in 1935

there were 28,430 registered. Motorcycles increased from 2,753

in 1913 to a maximum of 10,291 in 1919, but dr
opped thereafter to

a low of 788 in 1933. Tho numbor registered in 1935 was 901.

The following table gives in rnunded fi
gures, receipts of

the motor vehicle license fund by years since it
s inceptinn, and

the distribution to administrative costs, state 
highway funds

and the counties:

( See next page for table)
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"iTar Receipts To Hiphway Dtp.t, To Counties Mic...._Cens

1913 61,000 31,000 $ 25,000 $ 5,000

1914 80,000 45,000 31,000 4,000

1915 121,000 52,000 59,000 10,000

1916 198,000 90,000 17,000

1917 297,0(0 135,000 139,000 23,000

1918 372,000 177,000 165,000 30,000

1919 492,0(.7.0 143,000 320,000 29,000

1920 815,000 439,000 348,000 28,000

1921 906,000 400,000 400,000 106,000

1922 992,000 458,000 459,000 75,000

1923 1,126,000 491,000 491,000 144,000

1924 1,258,000 601,000* 608,000 49,000

1925 1,430,000 655,000* 649,000 126,000

1926 1,507,000 688,000* 678,000 141,000

1927 1,600,000 729,000* 724,000 147,000

1928 1,790,000 813,000* 812,000 165,000

1929 1,835,000 731,000* 833.000 271,000

1930 1,901,000 878,000* 885,000 138,000

1931 1,911,000 887,000* 874,000 150,000

1932 1,763,000 889,000* 839,000 35,000

1933 1,616,000 199,000* 74q,000 668,000

1934 1,778,000 - - - - 823,000 955,000

1935 1,777,000 72 000* 2 902 000

Totals $ 25,626,000 $ 9,604,000

-__803000

$ 11,804,000 $$4,218,000

For the years 1924-1933 the highway department's share of these

fees was devoted to payment of the 1923 bond issue and interest, amounting

tm $7,070,224, and was not available for current work. During the biennial

period June 30,1933-1935, these fees were impounded into the state general

fund for relief purposes.

(Note--Owing

these figures are

way the

To

to varying fiscal periods for which reports are made,

not wholly accurate, but they serve to show in a general

distribution of funds from this source.)

Summary  of ReceAnts, Disbursements and Results

summarize the highway activities of the state during the period 1910-

1935, both inclusive, expenditures by periods, with percentages of the tctal,
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have been as follows:

To show

Period

1910-1918
1919-1925
1926-1930
1931-1935

Amount Spent % of Total

$ 3,591,000 3,3
31,945,000 30.4

27,752,000 26.3
41989,000 40.0

$ 105,277,000 100.0

for that expenditure the state highway system today

contains 9,211 miles, divided as to class of road as shown in the

table on page 31.

During the same period disbursements for Aaighway purposes were

as follows:

Federal aid projects
State projects
Maintenance
Property & equipment
State aid to counties

Administration
Miscellaneous

% of Total 

58,0
13.0
15.0
3.0
6.0
3.0
2.0

100.0

During the period 1931-1934, to show the current trend of receipts

and disbursements, the approximate percentages received from the various

sources and disbursements to the various types of highways were as fellows:

Receipts of Total Disbursements Ijof Total 

Federal aid
Property taxes
Motor vehicle imposts

Other taxes & balance

17.0
20.0
52.0
11.0
100.0

Federal aid reads
State roads
County roads
City streets

45.0
16.0
24.0
15.0

100.0

Forty per cent of the expenditure from 1910 to the end of 1935

was made in the period of 1930-1935--the era of extensive road building

in Colorado. By way of showing the results of the program during that
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five-year period, the following table shows the status of highway

mileages in 1930 and at the end of 1935:

Year Graded Surfaced Oil Process Oil Vat Concrete Total

1930 4,601 3,981

_

- - - 9 343 80934

1935. 2A751_ 958 694_ 504 9 211-0--

Itcrease or
decrease - 850

-2.2.194

- 677 +958

.

+685 +161 4. 277

In other words, at a cost of approximately 042,000,000 during the

five-year period, including construction, maintenance, administration

and all other highway costs, the result was that 1,527 miles of highway

was taken out of the lower classifications of graded and surfaced,

958 miles being given oil process treatment and 846 miles transferred

into the class of modern, permanent highways. The actual cost of im-

proving approximately 1,800 miles of road into the classifications

above graded and surfaced, including only construction costs, was ap-

proximately ,16,000 per mile. The estimated cost of applying light

oil to a grade and foundation already established is approximately

$1,100 per mile.
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V/

MAINTENANCE OF ROAD 

Prior to 1930 the cost of road maintenance was not closely recorded,

and it is impossible to reach any satisfactory conclusion. The first

definite attempt to arrive at maintenance costs was made as to federal

roads in 1930, with the following results:

Type of Road Miles of Total Maintenance 1.9f Total Cost per
Miles Cost 2221 Mile

Low 2,688 81.9 938,200 89.2 $349
Intermediate 75 7.5 18,300 1.8 243
High 351 10.6 94 800 9.0 270

Total 3,114 100.0 $1,051,300 100.0 (Ave.)$340

In 1933-4-5 the bureau of public roads, in an effort to reach an

authoritative figure for maintenance cost, selected about 20 sections

of highways scattered over the state, including 90 miles of concrete,

200 miles of oiled road and 90 miles of highway surfaced with rock or

gravel. The tests on these sections indicated a maintenance cost of

$379 per mile for concrete, 015 for oil surface and $320 for rock or

gravel surface. The functions of maintenance are considered to in-

clude surfacing, shoulders, drainage, roadside and costs of maintain-

ing traffic, including snow removal. An examination of the original

tests indicated that some factors had been included which might well

be charged to road betterment, and with the exclusion of those factors

the result showed a per-mile maintenance cost of $256 for concrete, $239

for oil surface and $269 for rock or gravel surface.
annual

Applying the latter figures to 1936 mileage, the following apparent/1

cost is indicated:

(see next page)
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Type of Road Miles Cost Der Mile Annual Cost---- ----- —

Concrete 505 $256 $129,280
Oil surface 2,350 239 561,650
Gravel and rock ?_2600 269 ----699,400

Total 5,455 (av.)$255 $1,390,330

The figures given do not inclade maintenance of roads that are graded

but not otherwise improved. It is also estimated that maintenance of

about
5,455 miles will require property and equipment costing/$475,000, thus

increasing the annual per-mile cost to some extent. These conalusions,

based on costs in recent years, appear to be approximately what may be

anticipated in the years immediately ahead. It has been generally believed

that maintenance costs might be expected to decline as highway conditions

improve, but it seenis probable that equipment costs to meet the increasing

demand for year-round maintenance may offset that anticipated saving,

fixing the future cost at about the figures shown here.

Snow Removal 

As was noted in the chapter en Topographic Conditions, 29 per cent

of the area of the state, lying at altitudes of from 8,000 to 12,000 feet,

is covered during the four months of intensive snowfall by a blanket of

from more than three feet to nearly six feet in depth. The water content

varies from 20 per cent in February to over 40 per cent in May, and the

total snowfall in this area produces from 7,000,000 to 7,500,000 acre-feet

of water in the annual spring runoff. Maintaining traffic in this region

through the winter months is one of the most serious of the highway prob-

lems in Colorado and is an important factor in the location of any road

in the higher altitudes.

Unquestionably there will be a constantly growing demand that the
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important highways be kept open to traffic the year round. To do that

Will necessitate clearing the roads after each storm. The bureau of

public roads and the forest division of the national parks service agree

that the most effective method is to begin clearing before the end of

the storm, before the water content of the snow has begun to freeze.

Immediate snow removal serves the double purpose of maintaining the traffic

and increasing the earning capacity of the road, and preserving and

lengthening the life of hard surfaced roads.

The important factors in maintenance in the mountain regions are the

winter snowfall and the moisture present in the soil, usually considerable

at these altitudes. If snow is allowed to lie on the road through the

winter and cleared in the spring, the snow along the sides must be carried

off in ditches as it melts or it will soak into the roadbed, softening the

surface and, if hard surfaced, frequently undermining it and causing it to

break in the weaker portions. Free water in the soil also has a destruc-

tive tendency, coming to the surface through capillarity and undermining

the highway as it freezes and thaws.

Records of the state highway deportment show the following snow

removal costs on typical passes during the years indicated:

Pass Snow Period 193.1-2 1932-3 1933-4 1934-$ Miles Snow

Begins Ends Removal

Tennessee 11-15 6-1 3 5,430 3 1,345 $ 1,860 $ 8,000 25

Cumbres 12-15 6-1 2,835 625 700 920 25

v7olf Crk. 12-15 6-1 ----- 2,650 1,690 35

Red Mtn. 12-15 6-1 37,650* 8,710 4,810 11,725 30

Monarch 11-1 6-1 52.235 2.,..45C_ 25

Total $51,850

_21.312....

313,020 312,470

_§.12.60

$27,395 140

Red Mountain pass was kept open in the winter of 1931-2. In other

Years it was kept open for only a part of the winter.
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Similar records of the bureau of public roads over a period of

four years, with about the same period of snow closure, showed the

following mileages of snow removal, and the cost:

aes Miles Cost

Bethoud 30 $ 15,000
Tennessee 25 10,000
Fremont 12 4,000
Woods Landing 30 6,000
Rabbit Ears 21 200000
Willow Creek  34 _8,000_

152 414--Average cost per mile

Thus, at an average cost of '414 per mile for the bureau of public

roads and $754 for the highway department, including the extraordinary

cost of opening Red Mountain pass, approximately 292 miles of high moun-

tain road was kept open. To maintain winter traffic over -olf Creek,

Monarch or Marshall, Tennessee, Berthoud and Rabbit Ears--at present the

main east-west arteries--will probably cost approximately $80,000 a year.

However, not all the cost of snow removal is lost. Estimates of

increased traffic, indicated by current trends, show that the roads men-

tioned should have an annual earning capacity of $95,000, The forest

division of the bureau of public roads estimates that snow removal on the

major roads will show a net profit to the highway department through the

increased imposts on motor fuel, carriers 0 etc., and there is sound

reason for agreeing with that statement, Beyond doubt the increasing

demand for year-round service will more than repay the cost of purchasing

and operating adequate snow removal equipment on all the major highway

Mountain passes if the roads are kept open under all conditions, so

that traffic may depend upon getting through without difficulty.
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vu

TRAFFIC COUNTS AND ESTIMATED HIGIMAY EARVINGS

Traffic oounts and classifications are the first factors in

estimating the earning capacity of a highway. It is necessary to

know the number of cars using a specified highway and whether

the traffic is predominantly made up of light, heavy or medium

loads. 7ith that information, the factor of probable license fee,

carriers' charges and motor fuel tax is applied to the traffic

count, and the result is the earning capacity of the road.

The last statewide count was taken in December. 1933, and

January and February, 1934. A previous count had been taken in the

winter of 1930-31. The two counts are not strictly comparable, as

the number and location of the stations differed, but by using only

main highways a fairly definite figure can be reached. These highways

carry ever 48 per cent of the state traffic, with city streets carry-

ing 29 per cent and rural roads less than 10 per cent, the remainder

being largely on state secondary highways.

The effect of the depression is clearly evident in the less

general use of the roads in 1934 than in 1930, but the proportions

indicate the average use of the respective highways. The figures

for those periods are as follows:

(See next page for tables)
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Per cent of Total

Traffic Counts Counted Three-Year Average

Road Nos, 1930  1931 1934 1950 1931  1934 Average Per Cent

US 160 422 576 393 4.5 4.8 5.2 464 4.9

US 50 892 1,089 832 9.4 9.1 11.0 938 9.8

US 24 618 1,057 478 6.5 8.9 6.3 718 7.5

US 40 1,268 1,692 963 13.4 14.2 12.8 1,309

US 6&138 1,144 1,349 1,055 12,1 11.3 13.9 1,183 12.4'':*

US 85 2,524 3,211 2,053 26,7 26.9 27.0 2,597 27.2

US 87&287 2,599 2,954 1,811 27.4 24.8 23.8 2,354 24.5

9,467 11,928 7,585 100.0 100.0 100.0 9,563 100.0

* Includes influence of heavy traffic between Denver and Golden.

" Excludes influence of US 85.

Five East &
West Roads 868 1,153 745 14.4 15.7 16.2 922 14.6

US 85 2,524 3,211 2,053 42.1 43.8 44.5 2,956 46.7

US 87 & 287 2,599 2,954 1,811 43.5 40.5 39.3 2,455 38.7

Classified as to type of vehicle and use of road, about 50 per cent

is light, 36 per cent medium and 14 per cent heavy. Of the heavy traffic,

59 per cent is on US 85 between Greeley and Pueblo; 21 per cent is 'xi

US 87 between Fort Collins and Denver, and most of the remainder is on

US 24 and 40 near Colorado Springs and Denver. Of the medium traffic,

about 50 per cent is on 113 50 east of Salida; 19 per cent on US 24 be-

tween Colorado Springs and Limon, and near Grand :unction; 18 per cent

is on US 6 and 138 in the 3terling-Fort Vorgan region, and the remainder

is at the extremities of US 85 and 87. The light traffic is concentrated

on the major east and west roads in the central mountain region and in the

western part of the state.

Applying the traffic count and classification to estimated imposts

to determine the earning of m given highway brings a fairly accurate result.

In the following tabulation all known factors are taken into consideration

except carriers' charges, which are not included. Because of certain rural

traffic that is not reached by this method the figures are certainly not
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too high and are probably too low:

Estimated Earnings of Primary and Secondary Ro
ads

US Road No. Section Annual Earninzp 1934 Total

160 7alsenburg-
South Fork $ 135,000

Pagosa Spgs-

Durango 5.1,000 1e6,000

50 New Mexico line-

Pueblo 500,000

Pueblo-
Salida 145,000

Parlins-
Utah line 232.000 877,000

24 Kansas line-

Colorado Spgs. 212,500

Colorado Spgs-

Buena Vista 46,200

Buena 7ista-

Grand Junction 213,500 472,200

40 Kansas line-

Denver 325,000

Denver-
Kremmling 221,000

Kremmling-

Utal: line _410.A.50P_ 586,500

6 & 138 Julesburg-

Greeley 285,000 286 OCO • 2,406,700

Total Major East and Thst Roads 
$ 2,40C,700

85 7yoming line-
Greeley 165,300

Greeley-
Denver 568,000

Denver-
Colorado Spgs. 460,500

Colorado Spgs-

Pueblo 194,500

Pueblo-

New Mexico line  184,,300 1,572,600

287 and 87 17yoming line-

Denver 470,300 47930O

Total Major North and South Reads

Total Primary Highways(1,552 miles)

(See next page for Secondary highways)
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Section

Secondary  Highways

Miles

Plains 1,610 $ 895,800

Eastern Mountain 760 443,000

Western Mountain 1,010 289 900
---- ............---

3,380
Total Secondary Highways t 1,628,700

TOTAL PRIMARY AND SECONDARY HIGH7AYS 
$ 6,078,300

(total primary and secondary roads 4,93
2 miles)

the

Distributed by sections, the primary road
s east of/mountains

show 86.4 per cent of all reported primar
y highway earnings, and the

roads west of the mountains 13.6 per ce
nt. In the secondary class of

highways, the roads east of the mountain
s earned 82,3 Der cent and the

roads west of the mountains 17.7 per cent
.

With the return of normal conditions 
it is certain that these

earnings will increase materially. Average disbursements of the high-

way department for construction and maint
enance in the period 1931-1935,

inclusive, were $7,760,000 annually, so
 it is apparent that the com-

bined earning capacity of all federal and
 state highways is sufficient

to finance, through the various imposts, a 
continued program of extensive

construction and adequate maintenance.
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VIII

yRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PRIMARY HIGHWAYS 

Included in this repert are 13 graphs showing in condensed form

the profiles of the principal highways west of the foothills region of

the eastern slope of the Rockies, including US 85 and 87, the principal

north and south road along the foothills. The factors of rise and

fall are not significant in highway planning in eastern Colorado, so

no attempt has been made in this report to show the plains roads.

The profiles show in exaggerated form the great variations in

altitudes encountered in highway location in central and western

Colorado, On these graphs the distance between vertical lines indicates

a horizontal distance of 20 miles, and the distance between horizontal

lines indicates 1,000 feet change in altitude. The surface of the

highways as of January 1, 1936, is shown by the horizontal bar at the

bottom. General geographic locale is indicated by the names of cities

and towns, and the circles indicate the relative size of the respective

cities and towns.

The routes shown in the profiles, in the order in which they occur,

are as follows!

A. US 85 & 87--Wyoming line to New Mexico line.
B. SH 125 & 127 and US 40—Wyoming via Willow Creek pass.
C. US 40—Denver to Utah line.
D. SH 16 and US 40—Greeley to Utah line via Trail Ridge.
E. SH 14 and US 40—Fort Collins to Utah line via North Park.
F. US 50--Pueblo to Utah line via Monarch pass.
G. US 5(1, 285 & 24—Pueblo to Grand Junction via Tennessee pass.
H. US 40, SH 11 and US 24—Denver to Grand Junction via Trough road,

Kremmling-Wolcott.
L. US 160—Welsenburg to Utah line, via Wolf Creek pass.
M. US 40, SH 91 & US 24—Denver to Grand Junction via Black Lake pass.
N. US 285--Denver to New Mexico line via Trout Creek, Poncho. & Cbrs

passes. 
O. SH 13 and US 24. 50 & 550—Wyoming to New Mexico; western north

and south route.
P. SH 127 & 125, US 40, SH 9, US 285--Central north and south route.
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The dominant physical characteristics of the routes are shown

below in a tabulation reflecting classification of road as of January,

1936, as low grade and high grade highway. Low grade is generally a

relatively unimproved road with natural selected surfacing. High gr
ade

is oiled or hard surfaced highway. The mileage has duplications due to

cNne or more routes using the same roads, but is correct as to the route

indicated. The routes are highways of present or future primary importance.

Initial letters refer to the preceding tabulation. Route J and K are

omitted, being shown on other graphs.

Mileage Per Centage
Total Snow Removal Total FeetLow Hich Low High

GradeGrade Grade Grade Mileage Milea,e Rise Fall

A - 289 100 289 7,150 5,975

B - 113 55 67 33 168 45 6,140 7,240

C - 210 109 66 34 319 45 11,275 10,250

D - 182 159 53 47 341 45 11,175 10,510

E - 183 137 57 43 320 50 8,525 8,680

F - 215 91 70 30 306 25 12,060 10,550

G - 91 254 26 74 345 25 9,050 8,275

H - 128 200 39 61 328 30 11,780 12,480

1 - 129 226 36 64 355, 25 9,445 10,875

L - 246 84 75 25 330 35 15,650 14,840

M - 179 88 i'.. '.5.Z. 267 65 9,625 10,665

N - 80 43 65 35 123 6,050 4,050

0 - 247 160 61 39 407 30 13,905 10,845

P - 301 59 84 16 360 30 8,930 9 000-41---.-

Totals 2,304 1.954 54 46 4,258 (Ave.) 10,054 9,588

Even a casual study mf the graphs and tabulations presented in 
cmn-

nection with this chapter will convince anyine of the difficulties 
con-

nected with highway construction and maintenance in central and 
western

Colorado. On the roads described the average rise and fall is in exces
s

Of a mile and three-quarters both ascending and descending, with an ex-

treme on US 160-- 7a1senburg to the Utah line via 7olf 
•reek pass---which
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shows a rise of three miles and a descent of two and one-half mi
les.

In no instance is the rise less than one and one-quarter miles, 
with

a fall slightly less.

Most of these routes traverse a ru7ged and tortuous terrai
n,

involving unusually high construction costs and extremel
y variable

climatic conditions. Because of physical features, the highways can-

not easily be located with a view to serving population 
at the places

of more dense concentration, but must follow arbitrary lines 
fixed by

the contour of the country. In view of this limitation highway con-

struction must be planned, seemingly, with a view to secur
ing the best

possible year-round route across the state, and then bui
lding up a

secondary system of connecting roads in the central and 
western parts

that will connect centers of population with the main trans
-state highways.

These centers of population are sometimes vddely separated, 
but a closer

commApity of interest may be built up by a system of modern 
highways

which connect them with each other and with the rest of th
e state and

neighboring states.

In the following pages is a series of brief text d
escriptions of

the highways listed in the tabulations in this chapter and 
shown on

the accompanying graphs, together with some suggestions f
or improve-

ment in service or departure from existing or contempla
ted routes.

A more detailed discussion of future routes appears in a l
ater chapter.
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Colorado Primari. Hthways

Route A -- US 85 and 87 Cheyenne to Raton New Mexico:

This highway carries more motor traffic than any other road

in the state. It is now hard surfced but needs a more permanent type

of surface south of Pueblo and north of Greeley. It links cities and

towns that contain 38 per cent of the poplaation of the state. The road

from Pueblo south needs a more permanent type of surface. The metro-

politan areas of Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo produce between

45 and 50 per cent of the motor traffic of Colorado. At Cheyenne this

route connects with US 30, the principal east and west federal road

through 7/yoming, and with US 87, the Yellowstone highway. In New Mexico,

via Las Vegas and Santa 7e, it continues down the Rio Grande valley to

El Paso, Texas. At Raton US 87 runs southeasterly to Amarillo.

Route B -- Denver to Rawlins and Laramie via US 40 to Granby and SH 125

to ITorth Gate:

The routes follow both branches of 31: 127 westerly down the

North Platte river to Rawlins; and northeasterly via 700ds Landing to

Laramie, Denver to Laramie via North Park, 238 miles; Denver to Rawlins

via North Park, 260 miles--an important future route for summer travel.

It crosses the Continental Divide twice, at Berthoud and 7illow Creek

passes. If kept open all winter it would permit a connection from -alden

to Denver about 150 miles in length.

Route C -- Denver to Salt Lake via Yampa Valley, US 40:

The shortest line from Denver to Salt Lake in Colorado. Has some

200 miles if low grade road, and yearly snow removal costs on about 45

miles of highway at Berthoud and Rabbit Ears passes. As of January 1, 1936,

there was about 85 miles of road classed below bureau of public roads

standards. The present highway program provides for the improvement west

of Denver of most of the substandard mileage, The route will always be

vitally important as far as Kremmling, but the existing road from Kremmling

to Steamboat Springs has serious faults as a permanent route, chief of

which is the 10 miles over Muddy and Rabbit Ears passes. This portion is

subject to about the heaviest snowfall in the state.

Route D -- Greeley to Granby, SH 16 and US 40 to the Utah Line:

This profile was shown as it is proposed to rank it as an

important east and west route through northern Colorado. The road from

Greeley to Granby is a magnificient summer recreational highway. It attains

the greatest altitude of any major road in the state, 12,183 feet. It is,

however, closed by snow nearly eight months in the year, and if intended

to be used as an all-year route would require sums that are now used on

Berthoud pass for snow removal. As a connecting east and west route for

summer travel it is an attractive route but its chief use is recreational.
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Route E Ft. Collins to Utah, via Cameron pass, 7alden, Rabbit :ars

pass and US 40:

This route runs from Ft. Collins via SH 14, to Muddy pass;

then by way of US 40 to Utah. It illustrates the difficulty encountered

by any route crossing North Park, the necessity of crossing the

Continental Divide twice. The route at present from Ft. Collins to

Muddy pass is low grade. It is considerably longer than necessary if

used as a through route, and would require a large expenditure to make

into a high grade rpad. It would have, at Cameron and Muddy passes,

between 40 and 50 miles of road subject to snow removal costs, scenic-

ally, the route would have many attractions from Ft. Collins to Steamboat

Springs.

Route F -- US 50 7est of Pueblo:

This route is well known and is one of the major east and

west rilads. The route had, as of January 10.936, 185 miles of substandard

road west of Pueblo. The present twenty-six million dollar program

effects about 70 miles of that total. The road has a bad crossing of

the Continental Divide at Monarch pass, subject to heavy snowfall. It

crosses summits of considerable heights at Blue Mesa and Cerro Summit.

On the existing route, the territory from Salida to Parlins is mountainous

and in the valley east of Parlins there is a scant population and but

little production. The traffic from Parlins to Montrose is very light.

From Montrose to west of Grand Junction the road is the principal highway

in western Colorado. A million and a. quarter dollars has been set aside

in the 1937 budget to build a new road, about 25 miles long, over Marshall

pass. It is asserted that the winter snowfall on Marshall pass is less

than half that on Monarch pass.

It should be borne in mind that the Rio Grand Railroad has

always had to maintain an extensive snow shed on Marshall pass, and in

years past, during any winter with considerable snowfall, has had snow

plows working on both sides of the pass during the winter months. The

proposed road over Marshall pass will require miles of heavy work, highly

classified as to nature of excavation material, and may on a considerable

portion of the proposed work exceed the estimated $50,000 per mile.

While a suggested route via Coaldale, Hayden pass, Saguachei and

Cochetopa pass does not appear to meet the approval of residents of the

Gunnison and Montrose areas, the route should be examined more closely

than has yet been done. Further, a route from Parlins, via Cochetopa

pass, Smguache and Poncha pass to Salida, while longer than the present

route by 60 miles, would give a route practically free from snow during

the winter months, and would save the cost, during the present program

of statewide improvement of the Marshall Pass road.

It should not be forgotten that the last few winters have

been of less than average intensity, and with the passing of the present
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drouth harder winters may prove all-winter motor travel across the

Continental Divide as difficult as the railroads have found it in

years gone by.

Route G  --Pueblo West, via Tennessee Pass, US 50, 285 & 24:

This route has the largest percentage of motor travel of any
of the major east and west roads. It is the best natural road from
the central and southern plains regions to Utah. Tennessee pacs is

probably the best pass through the Continental Divide in Colorado, due

to its central location and relatively light snow deposit. Howaver,
the route lies out of position as a connection for the chief centers
of motor travel, Denver and Grand Junction. It makes more important

connections with other major routes than any other east and west road.

The rise and fall on the road are below the average for the state
and the approach to the summit of the Divide is easier than those usually

found in crossing the Continental summits in Colorado.

Route H -- Denver to Yremmling via US 40; Kremmling to Wolcott, SH 11;

7olcott to Grand Junction, US 24:

This route, open all year, depends for its continuity on the

unsatisfactory line between Ktemmling and 701cott, SE 11, 41 miles long.

On this 41 miles the rise and fall are respectively, 3,760 feet and

4,100 feet, Further, in severe winters the road north of 7olcott is

frequently closed by snow. It is now proposed to abandon that portion

between State Bridge and Yremmling as a state highway. If this were

done, the direct route from Denver to Grand Junction would have to use

the Loveland-Fremont pass route, the lowest altitude on which, between

Silver Plume and Leadville, is at Dillon, 8,900 feet. The existing

route via SH 11 is not satisfactory.

Route I -- US 24, Colorado Springs West to Grand Junction:

This route is a survival of the old Ute pass - Leadville

stage road of the early mining days. It still needs expensive improvements

east of Woodland Park; from Woodland Park to Buena Vista, about 70 miles
of the road is substandard. At Buena Vista it joins the Arkansas River

road from Pueblo. The route is important as an entrance into the moun-

tains directly from Colorado Springs and as a direct route through central
Colorado. Atamtero it joins the South Platte River road from Denver.

If the proposed South Park game refuge is finally organized, US 285 and
US 24 would give excellent entry to a region that may become one of the

finest recreational areas of the west,

Route L  -- US 160, Walsenburg to Utah State Line:

This route is the principal east and west road in southern and

southwestern Colorado. Of the 330 miles from 1alsenburg west, about 85

miles is classed as substandard. The most serious difficulty in bring-
ing it up to standard is found directly west of 7o1f Creel:- pass, where

an expenditure of about f„;1,000,000 will probably be necessary.
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From north of Cortez to Dove Creek the road is being relocated, and

will require about $900,000 to bring to standard. The present highway

budget has provided about i;)1,600,000 for improvements west of Walsenburg,

covering 74 miles of road. Oil rrocessing will be finished most of the

way from Cortez to Fagosa Springs in the near future.

Route M -- US 40, SE 91 and US 24; Denver to Grand Junction via Loveland,

Fremont and Tennessee Passes:

This route has been referred to above. Between Empire and

Leadville 68 miles, the road is a substandard highway, lying at such an

altitude as to practically insure winter closure perhaps throughout the

entire length in any hard winter. The altitude of Loveland pass is

11,992 feet; of Fremont pass, 11,320 feet. The lowest point between

these passes, Dillon, is about 8,900 in altitude. The route is primarily

a summer route. To select it as the major highway between Denver,

Leadville and Grand Junction would entail raising the physical standard

of SH 91 to that of the bureau of public roads for a primary highway.

It is believed that such an objective would require expenditure of

several millions of dollars. If done, it would not alter the fact that

65 or 70 miles might be subject to heavy snow removal costs if the road

were to be kept open for all-year service. If SH 11 is abandoned as a

state highway, then the necessary Denver to Grand Junction route must

cross the Divide in the Leadville district or by way of the Colorado

river from Kremmling.

Route N -- US 285, Denver to Antero; to New Mexico:

Antero, Buena Vista, Salida, Ponclla pass, Monte Vista,

Alamosa, Conejos, Cumbres pass. The road is here divided into that

portion from Denver to :,ntero, and from :,ntero to Conejos, the latter

portion to be the southern half of the suggested north and south central

mountain highway between -7yoming and rew rexico. The portion from

Denver to Antero supplements US 24 from Colorado Springs to Antero as

a recreational highway essential to the proposed South Park game refuge.

West from Bailey about 62 miles is substandard and would require

$1,000,000 to bring to the federal standard of major highways. That

both US 285 and US 24, within the confines of the South Park area, will

eventually be of high standard seems evident, though not necessary during

the present road program.

Route 0 -- Wyoming to New Mexico via SH 13, US 24, 50 and 550 (SH 19):

This route has been designated as the western north and south

major highway. SH 13, from Wyoming to Rifle, 135.2 miles, has 102 miles

of road substandard to bureau of public roads requirements. To bring

this mileage to full bureau standards would require over $2,000,000. It PormF

important connection at Craig with the Moffat railroad. From Rifle to

Grand Junction to Montrose the route traverses US 24 and US 50. From

Montrose south the road is one of the worst major roads in Colorado.
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In crossing the San Juan range into the San Juan River drainage it

ascends two summits-.-Red Mountain, 11,085, and Molas Peak, 10,900,

in one of the snowiest sections of Colorado. Red Mountain, between

Ouray and Silverton, was kept open during the winter of 1931-1932,

at a cost of $37,000. As a through north and south route, the

crossing of the San Juans makes the road impracticable as an all-year

road. Some consideration has been given to the eradication of Molas

Lake summit by building down the Animas canon between Silverton and

Durango, but the construction would probably curtail expenditures

above $2,500,000 and the road would be subject to dangerous snow

slides at certain periods of the year.

The total rise on the entire route is 13,905 feet; fall 10,845

feet. Of this total, a rise of 7,085 and a fall of 6,185 is found

in crossing the San Juans, or 54 per cent of the total rise and fall.

To the south of Durango, the road descends the Animas and San Juan to

a junction with SH 106 from Cortez and thence proceeds to Gallup, New

Mexico. There is a road, N. E. SH 35, from Aztec to Thoreau, passing

through Pueblo Bonita, but the road is relatively unimportant compared

to SH 106 through Shiprock to Gallup. The useful portion of the route

is from Ouray north to Grand Junction, and from Grand Junction to

Rifle, SH 13, Rifle to Craig has local and tourist importance at present.

Route P-- SH 127 & 125, US 40, SH 9, US 285;. Central North and South

Highway from Wyoming to Santa Fe, New Mexico: 

This route begins at Northgate in North Park, and traverses

SH 125 and SH 14 to Muddy Pass; thence via US 40 to Kremmling. An altern-

ative is the use of SH 125 throughout to Granby, thence via US 40 to

Kremmling. From there the route would follow SH 9 via Hoosier pass to

Fairplay. where it would join US 285. An alternative would be the route

from Dillon to Leadville via SH 91. It is believed that the Northern

egress from South Park is essential and that a north and south routing

from Salida to Leadville and thence by SH 91 to Dillon would have to be

supplemented eventually by the use of Hooiser pass. From Fairplay the

route would follow US 285 to Conejos, where instead of following US 285

over Cumbres pass, it would proceed directly toward Santa Fe on SH 163,

Which runs down the top of tho broad mesa now followed by the Santa Fe

branch of the Denver and Rio Grand railroad to Taos Junction, whence it

would proceed to Santa Fe either by New Mexico SH 96 and US 64, or by

SH 74 to Alcalde, and thence by US 285 to Santa Fe.

The Bureau of Public roads appears inclined toward a primary

route north . . from Santa Fe by way of US 64 to Taos, thence north along

the Rio Grande river by way of New Mexico SH 3 to San Luis and Ft. Garland.

The route is an excellent one from the point of scenic attractions but

will probably be more expensive to construct than the route to the west.
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The mileage from Santa Fe to Ft. Garland and Alamosa, respec-

tively, is about 150 by either of the routes described above.

The central north and south route will be found necessary if the

future recreational attractions of central and western Colorado

are to be properly developed. The routes make important connections

with every major east and west road, and by connecting the great

inter-mountain basins it would be a fine through route that crosses

the state with but one high Continental Divide crossing, at

Hoosier pass.
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IX

THE PRESENT PROGRAM AND FUTURE REVENUES

With the issuance of 325,000,000 in highway anticipation warrants

as explained on Page 19 of this report, the highway advisory board and

the chief engineer proceeded to revamp

a large program for 1937. Receipts and

were estimated as follows, in rounded

Source Receipts

the program for 1936 and to plan

disbursements for the two years

figures:

1937 Total 1936-19371936

Unexpended balance 500,000 $ 323,000 $ 823,000

Gasoline Tax 4,365,000 4,000,000 8,365,000

M.V. Licenses & Carrie rs 1,060,000 1,150,000 2,210,000

Int. Imp. and Miss. 75,000 110,000 185,000

Federal Aid 3,862,000 2,744,000 6,606,000

Federal grants* 6,027,000 914,000 6,941,000

Federal lands 95,000 95,000 190,000

Anticipation warrants 10,000,000 15,000,000 25,000,000

Total $25,984,000 324,336,000 $50,320,000

* The federal government made a special
grade crossing separation and highway
not required to match.

Disbursements 

grant to the several states for
landscaping, which the states were

Purpose 1936 1937 Total 1936-1937

Construction:
Federal aid projects 3 7,609,000 $ 5,336,000 312,945,000
Ant. Warrant projects 6,339,000 12,714,000 19,053,000
Federal grants 5,903,000 915,000 6,818,000

Oiling 1,500,000 1,200,000 2,700,000

State projects 2,000,000 1,520,000 3,520,000

Federal lands 95,000 95,000

Total construction 323,446,000 321,685,000 345,131,000

Highway Planning 238,000 151,000 389,000

Maintenance & Equipment 1,600,000 1,600,000 3,200,000
Administration, Etc. 700,000 900,000 1,600,000

Total disbursements $25,984,000 324,336,000 350,320,000
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As has been explained before, the highway program in the past has

been seriously handicapped by repeated diversions of money from funds

intended for highway purposes. Because of the constitutional amendment

adopted in 1934, these diversions will not enter into the picture of the

future, as all sources of revenue for highway construction and maintenance

must be used for those purposes.

The anticipation warrants issued in 1936 were as follows:

310,000,000 dated June 1, 1936, 2 3/4 percent

11,690,000 dated Dec. 1,1936, 3 percent
3,310,000 Dec. 1, 1936, 2 3/4 percent

The interest on the entire issue is 3716,000 per year. The first

warrants will not be retired until 1939, but in the meantime the highway

department must pay interest charges, which will reduce the amounts avail-

able for construction materially. The department's plan for payment of

principal and interest requires an annual allotment of 32,000,000, which

Will retire the issue by 1954. The statute authorizing issuance of the

warrants provided for payment in not less than 30 years, but the depart-

ment determined to set up the program on a 15-year basistrom 1939.

As is indicated in the tables at the beginning of this chapter, the

Present expectancy in the way of receipts of the department allocated to

Payment of principal and interest of the warrants is approximately 35,280,000

per year. From that amount must be deducted $2,000,000 for debt service,

leaving 33,280,000 for the use of the department. Maintenance, administra-

tion and miscellaneous expenses amount to something over 32,500,000, leaving
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only about $780,000 for construction. To that total are added receipts

from the internal improvement funds and some miscellaneous items, but these

will not aggregate much over 75,CCO, so it is evident that the total avail-

able for construction during the period from 1939 to 1954, on the basis of

the present income, w_ i 7o" not be more than about C00 per year. It is

fair to assume that that amount will be increased during the repayment

period by greater retu2ns from gasoline, motor vehicle and carriers' taxes,

as the earning power of the roads will increase somewhat in proportion to

the program of highway improvement.

The 1936-1937 budget contemplates the expenditure of about ;;36,000,000

on the federal aid system and about i;3,000,000 on state highways not in the

federal system. In the croinion of competent engineers the amount allotted

for federal aid construction will not bring that entire system up to stan-

dard, altno it wi77_ reach far in tiot direction. U,,) to the present time

$62,450,C0C i.as been spent on tht part of the federal system inoiuLing

the major east and west roads, U$ 85 and 67, the western north and south

road and US 235. The present buget for 1936.1937 provides 29,650,000

for these roads, but the best estimtes of cost to coMplate indicate that

an additional wil: be needed after the completion of the present

program, tp bring that -2art of the system up to bureau standards.

The following tabulation shows the amounts spent on various portions

of the primary hip;hway system up to the beginning of 1.36, the amounts which

Planning Commission estimates show will be needed to complete the roads to

a high standard, and the amounts for that purpose contained in the 1936-1937

budget: (Tabulation on following page)
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Highway Systems Cost to 1936 Addl. cost to complete 1936-1937
Budget Allotment

East and West Roads
US 160, 50, 40, 24,
138 & 5 and SR 16 341,000,000 322,500,000* 324,000.000

US 85 and 87 14,000,000 5,500,000 1,810,000

Western North & South
US 24 & 50;SH 13 & 19 3,220,000 3,800,000 2,190,000

US 285 4,230,000 2,520,000 1,650,000

TOTALS 362.450,000 334,320.000 329,650,000

* The highway budget includes Marshall pass, which is not included in the

Planning Commission estimate because that proposed road is not in the

system indicated.

It is impossible to give the mileage of the routes shown on the accomp-

anying maps as primary andsezondexy which will be affected by the present

program, but indications are that it will complete from 80 to 90 percent of

the federal aid system and about 50 percent of the mileage of state roads

shown on the map as important to the whole system. To complete the federal

aid roads shown above will require about 35,000,000 in addition to amounts

already allocated, and to complete the most important state roads may require

an additional 315,000,000.

As has been shown in this chapter, funds available for construction

after the retirement of warrants begins will be decidedly short of require-

ments for a rapid and effective program of completion. Much of the mileage

remaining to be constructed or brought up to standard is not in the federal

aid system, so apparently it will not be possible to secure federal assistance

unless that mileage can be converted into federal aid highways. Whether that

can be done or not in view of the seven percent limitation it is impossible

to say now. However, there are prospects of additional federal grants which

may permit completion of the most important parts of the system during

or following the current program,



The chief hope lies in the rapid increase of receipts from motor

fuel taxes, motor vehicle licenses, imposts on carriers and other items

going into the highway fund, buA even if these receipts should double

present income the total will supply not more than about :17,000,000

during the ensuing 10 years. That sum alone will permit a moderate

program but will not finance the rapid completion of the system during

the years from 1938 to 1948.
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X

THE STATE HIGHY:AY PICTURE

Accompanying this report are three maps. One shows the entire system

as now existing, with the extensions and changes which this report recommends.

Another shows the primary system, and a third the secondary and recreational

systems. The existing system, most of which is included in present or past

construction programs, approximately is as follows:

Primary roads 3,300 Miles
Secondary roads 1,350 n

Recreational roads 560 "

Total 5,210 Miles
portions

Because of the fact that certain/of the existing roads are duplicated

in various places, that total is reduced to about 4,700 miles, but comple-

tion of the system will demand the construction of 160 miles of primary road,

120 miles of secondary and 150 miles of recreational, bringing the ultimate

total to about 5,130 miles.

At this time the state and federal aid highway mileage totals 9,211

miles of constructed highway, so at the end of the suggested program there

will be left about 4,100 miles of secondary state highways that could be

retained in the system or returned to the counties. Probably it should

be retained in the state system and improved as farm to market use demands.

The general plan under which the current budget was set up involves

the construction of four major east and west highways and two north and south.

It is difficult to arrive at a distribution of available highway funds which

will meet the needs of individual communities and at the same time square

with the known volume of traffic flow. Along the routes of US 85 and 87,
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the principal north and south road, is concentrated more than half of the

population and assessed valuation of the entire state, and these highways

carry SO percent of the total traffic of the state. Altho generally con-

sidered to be in fairly good condition, it is undoubtedly true that both

north and south of Denver it is inadequate to meet the demands of present

traffic and must be widened or alternative routes must be established to

divide the traffic burden.

On the contrary, many western Colorado Communities are in dire need of

adequate highways, altho the bare figures of traffic demand will not justify

any great expenditure. The allocation of 32,190,000 to the western north

and south system and $1,650,000 to US 285, compared with $1,810,000 for US

85 and 87--the most heavily traveled roads in the state---may be a justifiable

distribution in the interests of state unity but cannot be defended on the

ground of present traffic demands. Likewise the allocation of $24,000,0'.0

to the east and west roads out of a total of 334,000,000 seems out of pro-

portion when the pressure of traffic north and south of Denver is considered.

It is questionable whether any more rational system of highway disbu
rse-

ments according to actual traffic demands can be established as long as 
the

state is divided into highway districts and disbursements are budgeted f
airly

evenly among the several districts, with more regard for local demand th
an

for the statewide highway picture. The allocation of funds by districts,

rather than by traffic demand, has led to the patchwork system Colorado has

today, with mr1j.,:\T highways containing alternate stretches of standard and

low grade roads. The district system, emphasizing local demands as opposed

to broad, intelligent highway planning, has prevented the completion of major
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roads and has led to pie(emeal construction, with the result that both the

economy and transportation demands have suffered.

In the opinion of the Planning Commission highway programs should be

considered and determi-aed by a relatively small group of trained and ex-

perienced men, as nearly as possible free from the pressure of local demands

and capable of viewing the roads as a transportation unit. Furthermore, the

taking of traffic counts and studies of present and probable future demands

on each highway should be a continuing part of the program. Only by such a

study can highway development be carried on with economy, with satisfaction

to the public and with the result that the earning power of completed high-

ways will more than repay the cost.

It is believed that the study now being made by the State-Federal

Highway Planning Survey will furnish the foundation upon which future studies

can be based and future construction programs be planned.

Recreational Roads

Important as are the primary and secondary highways, a system of

recreational roads will supply in a state like Colorado the heart of a

future tourist business that may become one of its most important industries.

This system, shown on an accompanying map, includes roads that are chiefly

recreational in funtion altho they may serve other purposes as well. Por-

tions of the proposed roads are already in the federal system and other

parts are all-service roads. The system shown lies in the eastern mounr.ain

region and is a completion of the Park-to-Park plan, extending from Cameron

pass and Estes park to the southern border of the state, a total of about

560 miles.
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7,ventually systems of recreational roads will be developed in the

central and western sections, where even today the existing roads have high

scenic value. Such regions as the Holy Cross area, the marvelously rugged

and beautiful Gore range from Minturn to State Bridge, the North and South

Flat Tops, the mighty gorges of the Yampa and Ladore, the wooded glory of

Grand Mesa, the unique geological formations of Wheeler national monument

and the primitive grandeur of the San Juans--these are areas of mountain

fastnesses in which are fine refuge /for wild life and which may, perhaps,

be preserved in their natural state rather than be opened to promiscuous

tourist traffic. Their development must be coordinated with the general

conservation policies of the state and federal government, and until the

master system of transportation arteries is completed and Colorado's claim

to tourist patronage is justified by adequate highway facilities, roads such

as those mentioned here should be held in abeyance.

In the section lying westerly from the plains region, however, it will

be well to investigate from an engineering standpoint the routes suggested

on the map. The proper routing of a Peak-to-Peak system would almost un-

questionably insure a considerable increase in motor traffic almost im-

mediately and would to some extent relieve the pressure on US 85. Altho

no accurate estimate as to cost can be made, it will proably cost somewhere

around $15,000,000 to ::;20,000,000 to construct this system to a high degree

of comfort and safety. The system would be primarily a summer road and,

despite the short season, may easily develop a sufficient earning capacity

to pay the cost of its construction and maintenance.
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County Roads

Estimates show that since 1910 the counties have spent approximately

.116,000,000 in the development of a great mat of roads, mostly

standard. During the past few years, with no accurate information avail-

able, it has been estimated that the county system contains approYimotely

65,000 miles, but as the investigation of the Highway Planning survey

develops it becomes apparent that the total probably will be between

90,000 and 100,000 miles.

Located and constructed in the days of slow transportation, many of

these roads are of little or no value now. Climatic and industrial con-

ditions have changed so materially that districts once populous and

served with roads are now almost deserted, while population has concen-

trated in other localities formerly almost deserted. In most instances

roads have been built to accomodate new population but the roads no longer

needed are retained in the county system, adding to the expense of main-

tenance but giving nothing worth while in the way of service.

The Planning survey will develop all of the factors important in the

consideration of a county highway program-- the factors of road location,

population, traffic density, type of use, etc., and when that survey is

completed and published it will be time to take up the consideration of

specific plans for the several counties by which economy and service can

be combined. At the present time the information available does not justify

any conclusion except that the county system is larger than is necessary

and much more expensive than it need be.
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XI

FUTURE HIGHWAY ROUTES

The Primary System 

An examination of the topography of Colorado with reference to

existing east and west roads and the north and south roads of the western

part of the state shows that these highways have been located where they

are by sheer necessity in most instances. There are differences of opinioli

as to the best routes in some cases, but for the highway picture as a whole

it must be admitted that natural conditions have dictated the routes from

the foothills region west to the Utah line.

It may be said of some of the transmountain routes that they should

not have been built on their present locations, but inasmuch as they have

been long established and large sums of money have been spent in their

improvement it is probably out of the question to abandon them now and

seek better routes. Rabbit Ears, Fremont, Cameron, Tennessee, Red Mountain

and the Monarch-Marshall area are all in regicns of heavysnowfall and summer

precipitation, but each is occupied by a highway of major importance. If

it is possible by relocation of parts of these roads to avoid the worst con-

ditions the result may be well worth while to the public and from the stand-

point of future maintenance.

Having in view the problem of securing the best possible east and west

highways and other roads that will give access to sections of the state now

largely isolated in winter, the following suggestions are to be given con-

sideration:
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1. A direct route from Denver to Grand Junction.

2. Marshall Pass on US 50 and the Hayden Pass-Cochetopa Pass Route.

3. A direct all-year route from the Cortez basin to Montrose.

4. The McClure pass route from the Gunnison north fork to Glenwood

Springs.
5. A short route across northern Colorado from east to west.

1. A direct route from Denver to Grand Junction:

Present indications are that the highway department has determined

upon the Loveland pass-Shrine pass highway as the permanent central east

and west road. This route runs from Denver west to Empire on US 40; thence

over Loveland pass on SH 91 to Leadville, where it connects with US 24 and

goes northwest over Tennessee pass. As a part of the present program it

is proposed eventually to leave SH 91 at Wheeler, north of Leadville, and

reconstruct SH 78 over Shrine pass to a juncticn with US 24 at Redcliff.

This route is subject to the criticism that it involves two major

summits and stays at a high altitude in a region of heavy snowfall for many

miles, entailing inevitably large maintenance costs during the winter months.

Also it involves the drop into Redcliff off Shrine pass and the climb up

Battle mountain west of Redcliff. If this general route is to be insisted

upon, then consideration should be given to detailed surveys of a rcute

from Wheeler to Minturn via Black Lake summit, which would avoid the Battle

Mountain descent and the ascent out of Redcliff. That route, however, would

be subject to the same objection as the Shrine pass route as far as heavy

snowfall is concerned.

Another plan that should be studied thoroughly before a decision is

reached is that US 40 be followed to Kremmling, thence southwesterly to a

connection with US 24 at or near Dotsero. This route from Denver to Grand

Junction would be about 26 miles longer than the route over Shrine pass,

but it would involve only one major summit and would follow a water grade

after crossing Berthoud pass. The snow removal problem would be materially

decreased and the road could be kept open all winter at a minimum cost.
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SH 11, known as tho Troligh road, occupies a dangerous an
d unsatisfactory

location after leaving Kremmling. and tae portion from Kremmling to 
State

Bridge may be abandoned as a state highway, leaving the part b
etween State

Bridge and Wolcott in the state system. However, it is possible, as de-

scribed in this suggestion, to follow down the Colorado river f
rom Kremmling

about four and one-half miles and then ascend to SH 11, which fro
m that point

Can be made into a satisfactory road. The first part of this route lies in

the precipitous Gore canon and will probably entail heavy 
construction, some

along vertical cliffs, involving construction of the half-tunnel 
type.

From State Bridge to Dotsero the route lies in the valley o
f the

Colorado for 40 miles, requiring five river crossings and joining
 US 24

just west of the present bridge over the river. It will mean 21 miles

of new construction and about 19 miles of improvement of ex
isting county

road. Of the five river crossings, four have timber truss bridges su
ffi-

cient for present use, which can be replaced by concrete structur
es as

needed. It is estimated that the road from Kremmling to Dotsero can
 be

built for P,700,000 plus about :80,000 for oiling. The construction of the

D&RGW cutoff, including grading, bridges, culverts, tunnels and 
subgrade,

cost :2,150,000, or about .:55,000 a mile. Structural items, including nine

steel bridges, drainage and tunnels, amounted to about 25 percent 
of the

total cost.

The following tabulation shows comparisons of this route with the
 route

which the highway department is considering, via SH 91 over Shrine p
ass:
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Route Mileagn New Road Miler; S.pow Removal Rise

HG LG

_W.sta.nc,4

Via SH 91 86 154 40 65 9,625 10,655 267

Via Colo. River 149 81 21 30 6,100 6,850 293

Differentials
favoring latter 763 -73 -19 -35 -3,525- 3,815 r26

*Miles, Denver-Grand Junction.

Considering Salt Lake City as the objective of these proposed routes, the

following tabulation shows comparisons for the following routes: (1) Denver-Buena

Vista on SH 8, thence on US 24 to Grand Junction and US 50 to Salt Lake City;

(2) Denver-Wheeler-Recicliff on US 40, SH 91, US 24 to Grand Junction and US 50

to Salt Lake City; (3) Denver-Craig-Salt Lake City via US 40;

(4) Denver-Kremmling on US 40, Colorado river to Dotsero, US 24 to Grand Junction

and US 50 to Salt Lake City:

Mileage Snow Mileage Rise Fall

Colo. Total Feet

(1) SH 8, US 24 & 50 403 679 35 13,900 16,000

(2) US 40, SH 91,US 24 & 50 317 578 80 13,500 15,600

(3) US 40 321 533 60 15,400 17,500

(4) US 40,Colo.River,US
24 and 50 328 604 40 10,300 12,400

Of the four routes considered, No. 4--the route suggested for survey by this

report--has the disadvantage of 71 miles greater distance in comparison with US

40 and of 26 miles greater distance in comparison with No. 2, the Loveland-Shrine

pass route, but it has far less snow mileage than either of those and very much

less rise and fall. The argument in favor of it is that it crosses but one

summit with snow problems and then follows a water grade to the state., line,

which may be c:,.nsidered to more than compensate for the difference in ultimate

distance. Both routes 2 and 3 have the distinct disadvantage of remaining at

high altitudes for many miles, the former over the district from Loveland pass

to Redcliff and the latter over the long stretch of heavy snow country on Rabbit
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Ears pass. Also each of those routes crosses two major summits, adding mater-

ially to the total rise and fall.

All four routes lead eventually to Salt Lake City. Routes 1, 2 and 4

leave the state at Grand Junction and traverse the mining regions of central

Utah and the productive valleys of the eastern part of that state. The roads

also connect with the two major highways to Los Angeles. Route 3, west from

Craig to Vernal and Salt Lake City on US 40, traverses the sparsely settled

Uintah basin, a region not comparable wit the Utah valley on US 50 and with

no present prospect of equalling the population and importance of the Utah

valley. US 40 crosses the Uintah and Wasatch mountain ranges, and from Craig

to Heber, Utah--a distance of 260 miles--does not make a connection with any

well traveled highway.

In view of these consideraticns, the Planaing commission recommends

a thorough investigation of the possibilities of the Berthoud pass-Kremmling-

Dotsero route before spending any large sums on any of the other proposed

thru routes as permanent cross-state highways.

2. Marshall Pass on US 50, and the Hayden Pass-Cocheto_pa Pass Route:

The present route of US 50--Lamar to the Utah line beyond Grand Junction--

runs west from Salida over Monarch pass to Sargents, Gunnison and Montrose,

The proposal of the present highway program is to abandon Monarch pass and

go southwest from Salida over Marshall pass and west to a junction with the

present route at Sargents. Up to this time about :,!300,000 has been spent

on Monarch pass, and it is estimated that the 25 miles of new road over

Marshall pass will cost approximately $1,250,000.

It is argued that this change will save some five or six miles in com-

parison with the present road, and will reduce the maximum elevation about

500 feet. It is also claimed that snow conditions on Marshall pass are less

severe than on Monarch, but there are no records to show conditions on Mar-

shall pass in that respect with sufficient force to justify a conclusion.
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However, the lower elevation probably will result in some lessening of the

snow problem over the new route.

There is no apparent question concerning sentiment in western Colorado,

which is definitely in favor of the change to Marshall pass as a means of

securing the best possible route from that area to Denver, the route con-

necting with US 285 at Salida and running to Denver via Buena Vista and

Fairplay. It is impossible to say that the estimate of 31,250,000 will

build 25 miles of mad in such rugged country, but as it seems generally

conceded that the Marshall pass is the best available route any additional

cost will probably be justified by the results.

An additional route connecting two points on US 50 which should be

given serious consideratiL:n in the near future is the Hayden-Cochetopa

route, leaving US 50 at Coaldale, west of Canon City, traversing Hayden

pass in a southwesterly direction to Villa Grove. From that point US 285

runs north to Salida and south to Saguache, where it connects with SH 114,

the Cochetopa Pass route, and follows that road west und north to rejoin

US 50 at Parlin, east of Gunnison.

Investigation of this route is not recommended as a means of furnish-

ing the shortest or most convenient outlet from the Gunnison-Montrose area

to Denver, but it is recommended as providing a possible low-altitude, all-

year route across the state, and as giving easy access to other main high-

ways for the entire San Luis valley. SE 114 already is an established road

and carries reasonably heavy traffic, particularly during the winter months,

when Monarch pass is not always in good condition.
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The Hayden-Cochetopa route will probably be about 22 miles longer than

the Monarch pass road between Coaldale and Parlin, and about 17 miles longer

than the Marshall pass route, which is one reason why western Colorado senti-

ment does not favor it as the main primary outlet to the east. Also it

crosses two summits, but both are relatively low and free from heavy snow-

fall. There is no accurate figure

estimates varying from 9,600 to 10

it is below 10,000 feet. Long-time

to show the altitude of Hayden pass,

,760 feet, but there is reason to believe

residents of the neighboring country and

aviators who have flown over the pass in the winter agree that there is

little snow on the pass at any time.

The new road from Coaldale to Villa Grove would be from 18 to 25 miles

in length, depending upon the altitude and physical conditions encountered

in crossing the pass. Because of its low altitude and the fact tht it is

out of the heavy snow regions, it is a route which should be investigated

as socn as funds permit, and if it proves feasible from an engineering stand-

point it should be constructed as an important all-year, all-weather link

in the cross-state highway system.

3. A direct All-Year Route from the Cortez Basin to Montrose:

This problem is one of very material importance for the reason that

because of natural barriers and the lack of a highway plan in the past a

large section of southwestern Colorado is isolated during the winter, with-

out access to its natural markets on the western slope or to Denver and the

eastern slope. At present its only outlet to the east during the winter

is over Wolf Creek pass, a region of heavy snowfall, and to reach the centers

of the western slope it is frequently necessary to go west into Utah over

discouraging roads and thence north to US 50, US 550, Durango to Montrose,

known as the "Million Dollar Highway," is impassable during much of the
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winter due to the high altitudes it reaches on 1.:olas and Red Mountain

passes. While it may be possible to relocate that highway so that with

heavy snow removal equipment it may be kept open most of the time, it is

generally conceded that it will never constitute a satisfactory winter

highway.

The problem, which has been neglected too long, is that of finding

an all-year route from the Cortez region northeast to 1:ontrose, where US

50 and 550 provide satisfactory connections to the north, southwest and

east. The area affected contains about 7,700 square miles, or about 7.5

percent of the state's total area. The population, unquestionably retarded

by the lack of adequate transportation facilities, was 28,300 in 1930, the

last census period. There is no question that the mineral, livestock and

agricultural industries will be tremendously stimulated by the construction

of satisfactory connections with the rest of the state. The climate is

semi-arid and in the southern part of the area is sub-tropical, lending

itself readily to the production of fruits and diversified farm crops.

To the east and northeast lies the vast bulk of the San Juan range,

a massive barrier that prevents any further highway development in that

direction. On the south and southeast lies 100 miles or more of desert-

like country, and westerly as far as the Colorado river the whole region

is isolated from the populous centers of Utah by the mighty gorges of the

Colorado, which begin at the Utah line west of Grand Junction and continue

without interruption for 1,200 miles. The only outlet to market centers

is to the north, and it is in this direction that those interested in high-

way development for that region must look, crossing the area known as the

Uncompahgre plateau, averaging only 9,000 feet in elevation and giving
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access to the Montrose region.

The present highway picture of this region represents mostly a

series of unsuccessful attempts to provide connections with the various

communities of the basin and with the outside world.

In the northern end of the basin SR 90 enters the state from Moab,

Utah, and ey.tends to Montrose via Naturita, crossing the Uncompahgre plateau.

SR 141 leaves US 50 south of Grand Junction and meanders to the south-

west, avoiding the ligh plateau, and then turns southeast to Naturita.

SR 145 runs southeast to Telluride and then southwest to Dolores.

That section of the road between Placerville and Naturita has recently

been taken into the federal aid system.

SR 62 extends from Placerville on SR 145 to Ridgway on US 550. This

road has recently been taken into the federal aid system.

SH 147 extends from. Norwood south to Dolores.

SE 80 runs scath7iest from qaturita to a point on US 160 west of Dove

Creek. This road, known as Sllckrock hill," was in the federal aid sys-

tem but has been abaLdoLed as a federal road.

To the south US 666 extends south to Shiprock, N. M., from Cortez,

and SR 19, extending from Durango via Axtec, N. M., reaches the same point,

both roads running south to a junction with the main highway to southern

California at Gallup, N. M.

US 160, the only east and west road thru the southern part of the

basin, extends from Wolf Creek pass thru Durango and west to Monticello,

Utah, 124 miles west of Durango; thence to a junction with US 50 and 45(

at Crescent, Utah, 90 miles north of Monticello and the same distance

west of Grand Junction.
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With US 160 definitely established as the principal east and west road

across southern Colorado, connecting with both Salt Lake City and Los

Angeles, and with SE 145 and 62 from Naturita to Ridgway via Placerville

established as a federal aid highway connecting with US 550 at a point where

northern and eastern outlets are available, the present problem is to find

the best possible north and south route between these two major highways.

Both SE 145 and SE 147 attain high altitudes in a region of heavy snow-

fall, the latter traversing the mesa at elevations of from 9,000 to 10,000

feet, and the former, lying close to the foothills of the La Platas, cross-

ing the range at an altitude of 10,000 feet at Lizard Head pass.

Local sentiment, as expressed by commercial organizations and county

commissioners, is definitely in favor of SH 145 as a permanent north and

south highway. Completion of this highway to standard specifications will

probably serve the purpose of providing a northern outlet for the eastern

part of the basin, but there is distinct need for another road to serve

the central and western portions. At present the forest service is build-

ing a highway down the Dolores river from Dolores to a point about six miles

east of Cahone, on US 160, and thence northeast to Narraguinnep hill. It

may be possible to extend this road north to a junction with SE 80, south

of Naturita. Other routes thru this area have been suggested, and a com-

plete engineering investigation should be made to determine the best pos-

sible route to furnish a northern outlet giving access to markets at all

seasons for the agricultural and livestock products of the western San

Juan basin.
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Because of the importance of this north-south highway, the Planning

commission believes that no conclusion should be reached and no public

money expended on the construction of a permanent highway until surveys

have disclosed the best possible connecting link between SH 62 and US 160.

These surveys should be made at the earliest possible time, so that the

intolerable condition of that district as to hway facilities may not

continue longer than is absolutely necessary.

4. The McClure Pass Route from the Gunnison North Fork to Glenwood Springs:

The productive area of Delta county is practically all in the valley

of the North Fork of the Gunnison river. Situated in the protected area

between Grand mesa and Black mesa and with the Ragged mountains giving pro-

tection on the east, it is a region of highly intensive cultivation and is

almost uniformly prosperous. Because of the limitations imposed by the

surrounding mesas and mountains, there is probably little room for expan-

sion of its fruit, agricultural and livestock industries, but its popula-

tion and productivity justify serious consideration of its transportation

facilities.

At present traffic bound for Denver and eastern points must go via

Delta to Grand Junction and thence to Denver over US 24 or to Delta, L:ont-

rose, Gunnison and Denver on US 50, Sh 65 runs north from Delta over Grand

mesa to a point on US 24 between Palisades and De Beque, but because of

heavy snowfall it is not a winter route and, for that matter, it is not

highly important as a business road because of the ascent and descent.

SH 92 from Hotchkiss and SH 187 from Paonia join at Crawford in the south-

ern part of the valley and follow 92 over Black mesa to Sapinero on US 50.
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This road is fairly well improved but has some connecting links that must

be built to bring it up to even reasonable standards. Another road, SE

135, leads east from the upper end of the valley over Kebler pass to

Crested Butte and Gunnison, where t it joins US 50, Like the Grand Mesa

and Black mesa roads, it travels over many miles of sparsely settled

country, none of these three roads serving any considerable populati:n

between the termini.

As trucks carry a large part of the annual fruit production of the

North Fork district, it is important to find an easy way out of the valley

to some one of the main east and west highways, particularly as the larger

part of the crop is destined for Denver and Kansas and Nebraska markets.

By far the most attractive route, apparently, is that over McClure

pass. The highway would follow present SE 135 east to Bardine, at the

junction of Anthracite and Muddy creeks, where it would turn north over

that portion of SH 133 which was abandoned when the Schofield pass route

was selected, and would cross McClure pass at an altitude estimated at

8,760 feet, and continue down the eastern side of the mountains to a

junction with SH 133 about at Redstone, continuing down the Crystal river

to Glenwood Springs on US 24. In 1901-2 the Colorado Fuel and Iron com-

pany ran a survey over this route using a maximum gradient of three per-

cent and a maximum curvature of 14 degrees.
This route would give quick access to the North Fork valley from

US 24, one of the most important of the cross-state highways. The distance

would be about 82 miles--much shorter than any existing route from the Delta

region to Glenwood Springs, would avoid all kligh altitudes and would have

very little rise and fall. The following tabulation compares four high-

ways from Delta to Glenwood Springs: (1) Delta-Montrose-Gunnison-Crested
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Butte-Schofield pass-Carbondale-Glenwood Springs, over US 50, SE 135, 133

and 82; (2) Delta-Paonia-Kebler pass-Crested Butte-Schofield pass-Carbondale-

Glenwood Springs, over US 50, Ski 135, 133 and 82; (3) Delta-Grand Junction-

Glenwood Springs, over US 50 and 24; and (4) Delta-Bardine-McClure pass-

Redstone-Carbondale and Glenwood Springs over Ski 92, 135, McClure pass,

133 and 82:

Miles Rise Fall
Feet

(1) US 50, Ski 135, 133, 82 174 8,640 7,840

(2) US 50, Ski 135, 133 and 82 144 7,100 5,250

(3) US 50 and 24 135 1,170 400

(4) SE 92, 135, McClure pass, 133 and 82 82 3,780 3,100

In considering mileages it must be remembered that from Delta to

Paonia, in the heart of the fruit district, is about 35 miles, so that the

distance from Paonia to Glenwood Springs by way of Grand Junction is ap-

proximately 170 miles, while the McClure pass route would be only about 47

miles. The importance of that difference in mileage to the upper part of

the North Fork valley is obvious. The total rise and fall on the McClure

also
pass route/is so small as to be negligible. The first two highways men-

tioned above are not to be soricusly considered as offering a feasible route

from the valley to Glenwood Springs, partly because of their mileage and

partly because of the altitudes reached and the total

McClure pass route would also be an important link

rise and fall. The

in any proposed north

and south highway for western Colorado.

There are ho estimates to show the cost of constructing the link be-

tween SE 135 at Bardine and SE 133 at Redstone, but the Planning commission

urges the immediate survey of the route and the improvement of Ski 135 from

Delta to Bardine so that it may be brought up to modern standards. It is
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believed that the importance of the valley from the standpoint of present

production, and its present comparative isolation justify a study of this

route and its construction in the near future if engineering reports show

it to be feasible.

tot. A short Route across Northern Colorado; 

In the competitive struggle for recognition in the transcontinental

automobile routes Colorado has fared badly. Much of the traffic originat-

ing in eastern states follows US 30 thru Wyoming by way of Cheyenne and

over Sherman hill, using what is known as the Wyoming Trough, a break be-

tween the middle and southern Rockies. This has been due largely to the

fact that Colorado has had no direct all.year, all-weather highway across

the northern part of the state.

With that in view, it is recommended that in the future the route from

Julesburg thru Sterling, Fort Collins, Poudre canon, Cameron pass, North

park and Buffalo pass to Steamboat Springs be thoroly investigated. This

would follow SH 2 and 14 to a point in North Park about 10 miles south of

Walden, where it would turn west to Hebron and over Buffalo pass, new road

being required from the point where the road turns west in North park.

Crossing Buffalo pass will involve about 15 miles of supported grade and

mountain construction. The highway would reduce the present distance be-

tween Fort Collins and Steamboat Springs by about 45 miles and would be

slightly shorter than US 30 from Julesburg thru Wyoming to Salt Lake City,

and 25 miles shorter than the Union Pacific distance between the same termini



In crossing North park the proposed road would be well out of the

heavy snow country, in which the present Rand-Spicer road is included.

Of the two existing routes, that over Trail Ridge on SR 16 to US 40

at Granby has a total rise and fall of 17,300 feet, and that from Fort

Collins to Walden and thence to Steamboat Springs over Rabbit Ears pass

has a total rise and fall of 14,200 feet. The proposed route thru middle

North park and over Buffalo pass would have a total rise and fall of 15,800

feet, but it could be kept open all winter, which the Trail Ridge cannot,

and it would avoid the long stretch of heavy snow country which has caused

so much trouble on Rabbit Ears. Altho Buffalo pass is about 500 feet higher

than Rabbit Ears, the mountain sides fall away sharply on both sides, leav-

ing only a relatively short stretch of road subject to heavy snow removal.

In 1912 Buffalo pass was the state highway between Middle and North

parks, but little or no attempt was made to keep it in good condition dur-

ing the winter and spring months, and eventually Rabbit Ears pass was used,

giving a good summer road but proving a real disappointment during the

months of severe winter. More than ;5,000,000 has been spent on securing

ingress into the Yampa river valley from all directions, and the results

today are far from satisfactory. It will be well to spend sufficient money

in the future to investigate the improvement and completion of the route

proposed here, as Colorado will continue to lose a large part of her share

of the east and west travel unless a direct highway that can be kept open

at all times and under all conditions is made available. Given such a high-

way, with a saving in distance and a tremendous advantage in scenic values,

Colorado will be an important sector on the interstate traffic map.
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Other suggested Changes and Improvements

1. Change in Routing and Im.nrovement of US 36-At present US 36 extends

east from Strasburg, on US 40, to Anton, in Washington county, from that

point on it zigzags east to the Kansas line and continues on to Kansas

City as Kansas SE 27. Rerouting and improvement of the road have been

considered by the highway department. From inspection of the terrain it

seems that a better route exists some six or eight miles south of the

present road and parallel with it. The route suggested is from Peoria on

US 40, running almost due east to the Kansas line. This location will have

less runoff during wet periods and will have a more uniform grade line,

thus tending toward economy in maintenance. If Kansas can be persuaded to

construct a cutoff from Kansas SH 27 to a junction with US 24 at Colby,

Kansas, the distance from Denver to Kansas City will be about 50 miles less

than by any other route. The improvement of the road according to this

suggestion will involve about 60 miles of new road in Colorado, west of

Cope, and about 75 miles in Colorado and Kansas east of that point.

2. Improvement and Rerouting of SH 94- This highway leaves US 24 about

10 miles east of Colorado Springs and extends about 45 miles east as a

surfaced highway, beyond which point it is distinctly low grade road.

It is suggested that from the end of the present improved road the loca-

tion continue due east to secure a better terrain and then connect with

US 40 at or near Aroya, and that the entire highway from US24 to US 40

be brought up to standard. This proposed cutoff will relieve the burden
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on US 24 from Limon to Colorado Springs and provide a short and direct

connection fr-Art Colorado Springs to one of the most important highway:

entering the state from the east. It involves the improvement of 45 miles

of existing highway and the construction of about 35 miles west of Arya,

There is no questi:n that this road will prove a valuable and economical

link in the state's highway system.

3. New Route from Denver to Colorado Springs-As has been pointed out

frequently in this report, the congestion on US 85 and 87 both north and

south of Denver during the tourist season commands immediate attention

in the state's highway program. Half of the traffic on the highways of

the state is carried on these roads. The burden north of Denver will be

relieved to some extent by the completion of SH 185, which runs north from

Denver between the two federal aid highways to a junction with SH 16, the

Greeley-Loveland road. 'Jhen this extension north of Denver is completed.

and brought up to standard it should lighten the load on US 85 and 37

materially, and the proposed widening of US 87 to Boulder junction will

give added relief.

South of Denver nothing has been done thus far. The congestion of

traffic is particularly heavy between Denver and Littleton,and it is

proposed to modernize that highway, widening it and eliminating the danger-

ous and annoyligpassage thru Littleton. South of that point, however,

there is decided need for relief.

Because of the demand that traffic between Denver and Colorado Springs

be given more adequate facilities, the Planning commission suggests the
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future survey of a route constituting an extension of Colorado boulevard

in Denver south to Daniels park, thence along the top of the ridge between

Plum and West Cherry creeks to a point about five miles east of Palmer lake,

to a connection with SH 83, which it follows to the junction with US 85

just north of Colorado Springs. As an alternative the road, after leaving

the region east of Palmer lake might turn southeast along the western edge

of the Black Forest area to a junction with SH 189 about nine miles from

Colorado Springs, running east of Fiamer park and entering Colorado Springs

at or near Platte avenue.

The Colorado boulevard exit from Denver is chosen rather than Univer-

sity avenue for the reason that the former connects with both US 85 and

SH 81 at the north limits of Denver, thus permitting traffic from the north

and northeast to go directly thru Denver and out by the southern exit with-

out adding to the down-town congestion. As a part of this plan SH 177,

Denver to a junction with US 85 below Sedalia, could be abandoned.

From Daniels park to the divide east of Greenland the route is from

700 to 900 feet above US 85, and for about 40 miles along the top of the

narrow ridge south of Daniels park the construction will be light and there

will be practically no need for drainage. In corssing the divide east of

Palmer Lake the route is about 150 feet higher than the lake. South of the

divide the route crosses the heads of the tributaries of Monument creek and

lies in a beautiful park-like upland that affords excellent facilities for

camping and picnic parties. About two miles north of Larkspur the route

passes along the eastern edge of an almost level table land about three-

quarters of a mile wide and a mile long--large enough for a landing field

or for military maneuvers.
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Male about 10 miles of construction could be saved by effecting a

junction with US 85 near the crossing of Black Kettle creek, the bet
ter

route is to join SE 189 north of Colorado Springs and pass east of P
almer

park to avoid the Templeton Gap area, which is subject to floods. Con-

struction costs will be reasonably light and maintenance will be much 
less

expensive than on SE 83.

From Denver to Colorado Springs via SE 83 is 107 miles; via US 85 i
t

is 71 miles, and by the route here suggested it is 68 miles. Itshould fur-

nish an excellent supplement to US 85 and should take much of the passe
nger

and light truck traffic, altho it is probable that heavy trucks will con-

tinue to use US 85. Some snow removal will be necessary--perhaps more than

at Palmer lake on US 85--but drainages are short and that tonsideration 
offers

no material problem.

The road has the advantage of rare scenic and historic interest. From

Daniels park to Palmer Lake it offers a splendid panorama of the front
 range;

to the east the open vistas of Cherry valley are pleasing in the extreme,

and to the south the splendid spectacle of the Pikes Peak area is seen 
in its

entirety. It is the route followed by the trappers before the beginning of

the mining industry in Colorado, because by taking to the ridge they 
avoided

the waters of the valleys during flood stages. It was first known as

"Trappers' trail and is shown on early maps as the old Colorado road. It has

the advantage of relieving the congestion on US 85 and at the same time

furnishing a route of rare scenic and recreational value, The route is uni-

que in its topographic setting, and it is doubtful if another route in the

eastern area can be found which will render such effective service at such

low cost. (See also Page 85 as to SH 83, Denver to Colorado Springs.)
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4. Improvement of SH 185, SH 1859 running north from Denver to the Gree-_ey-

Loveland road, SR 16, should be completed and brought up to standard as

rapidly as possible, as it is so located that it should relieve the burden

on US 85 and 87, now badly over-crowded. It is an admirable location for

theleavy truck traffic passing thru northern Colorado, and if coal and farm

traffic can be persuaded to use it as the most direct entrance from the north

to the stockyards and industrial parts of Denver it will have an immediate

effect on the traffic problems of US 85 and 87.

5. SR 10-La Junta-Walsenburg- A glance at the highway map is sufficient to

show the importance of this highway in both local and state pictures. Ex-

tending from La Junta to Walsenburg, it is the shortest and most logical

connection between the coal mining areas of Huerfano county and the great

agricultural section in the La Junta district. Likewise it gives direct

access to US 160, the principal east and west highway of southern Colorado.

Construction of the highway will reduce the distance from La Junta to

17alsenburg to 73 miles, compared with 114 via Pueblo and 125 via Trinidad.

US 160 apparently should be continued to include SE 10 and the little-used

portion of US 160 now extending south and east from Trinidad along a

meandering route to the Kansas line should be considered a state road.

To bring this road up to standard will require the reconstruction

and hard surfacing of 73 miles of road, but the results undoubtedly will

justify the cost. The road has an additional advantage in that at Rattle-

snake Buttes it is adjacent to a naturally attractive area, with good op-

portunities for recreational development.
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6. Connection from Cameron Pass to the West Foot of Milner Pass-- This

road, which has been considered by the forest service, justifies itself only on

the ground of spectacular beauty and tourist and recreational value, but it

must be considered if Colorado is to develop her recreational possibilities

to the maximum with a view to increasing tcurist travel. Although the total

distance is only approximately 15 miles, it is impossible to estimate the

cost. Over most of the distance it will entail heavy construction. From the

top of Cameron pass, at 10,285 feet, it is four miles to the top of Lulu pass,

11,400 feet, dropping then to 9,400 feet at the foot of Lulu pass, eight miles

further, and connecting with the west foot of Milner pass above Grand Lake

at 9,100 feet. As an outstanding factor toward the development of a greater

volume of tourist traffic, it is a route that may well be investigated when

funds permit.

7. SH 83--Denver to Colorado Springs via Parker and Franktown--This route

should be considered in connection with the proposed extension of Colorado

boulevard described on Page 81. The road, which is now oiled to Franktown,

represents about the same mileage as US 85 and 87 between Denver and Colorado

Springs, and its chief claim to consideration is that it serves the agricultural

area southeast of Denver. It reaches Colorado Springs thru the Black Forest,

joining US 85 and 87 at Breed. When completed and oiled, it will offer some

relief to the congestion on the present paved road, but it is longer and has

less scenic value than the Colorado boulevard route.
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XII

THE INTERSTATE MAP

An inspection of the interstate highway map accompanying this chapter

shows that the present Colorado highway system provides reasonably adequate

connections with the principal highways of adjoining states, giving access

in all directions to the centers of large population. There are some sug-

gestions that can be made, but most of them refer to roads on which the prob-

able travel might not justify the cost or to proposals which, altho highly

desirable, are too expensive for immediate consideration.

As a matter of fact there is little that Colorado can do to improve her

own situation on the national highway map, as the network of highways now in

existence extends to the four boundaries of the state in such way that all

present-day connections with other main highways are available. What remains

to be done to improve the state's position in this respect must be done by

neighboring states or by the federal government.

Possible exceptions to that statement are the improvement of SH 13

from Craig to the state line and on to Wamsutter, Wyoming, to an intersec-

tion with US 30, and thd extension and improvement of SH 125 and 127 across

Willow Creek pass thru the central part of North park to the Wyoming line

and thence to Laramie and Rawlins, Wyoming, both of which are on US 30.

The former highway will give easy access to the Wyoming east and west high-

way for northwestern Colorado and the latter will provide a similar Licom-

modation for the region from Denver to Kremmling and for the North park area.

Both of these highways are in the present picture, altho it is doubtful

whether SH 13 will be completed as a part of the current program.



A third possible exception is that of the east and west highway across

northern Colorado, discussed in detail in Chapter XI. This highway, if and

when constructed, may play an important part in giving Colorado a more promi-

nent position on the interstate map, as it will shorten the distance from the

eastern border of the state to Salt Lake City and will carry travelers thru

an extremely scenic and attractive region.

EAST COLORADO BOUNDARY 

On the eastern border of the state US 138 and 6 and SH 54 lead to the

east into Nebraska and on to Omaha. Further south are US as, 24, 40, 50,

160 and SH 96, all of which lead thru Kansas to Kansas City. Of that number,

from
however, US 160 is of little value, as it follows a devious route , Trinidad

east and is not well improved. A sug-restion in another chapter is that this

part of the highway be not considered as a major route and that US 160 start

at La Junta and follow SH 10 southwest to Walsenburg and a connection with

the more important part of US 160. This system of highways certainly gives

adequate connections with all important eastern highways and the important

centers of the Middle West.

SOUTH COLORADO BOUNDARY 

A great deal of traffic enters southeastern Colorado from Oklahoma and

Texas. From the Amarillo section a large part of the traffic comes into this

state over US 87 via Raton pass and from the Oklahoma Panhandle part of the

traffic reaches the same point over New Mexico SH 72. Further east in Okla-

homa the traffic enters by Colorado SH 59 or goes north to US 50 at Garden

City, Kansas. With the improvement of SH 59, included in the present program,

the traffic from these areas will be reasonably well cared for.
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East of the Oklahoma and Texas lines are seven Colorado highways runnir2g

into New Mexico; three to Santa Fe, one to Taos, one to Clayton and two to

Shiprock. Of the three running to Santa Fe US 85 is by far the best, as it

is maintained as a standard road and is the chief connecting link with the

thru highway to the southwest at Albuquerque. US 285 has the disadvantage cf

climbing Cumbres pass, leaving Colorado at the pass and extending southwest

to Chama, N. Mexiao, where it turns south to Santa Fe. SR 163 runs south from

Antonito, becoming New Mexico SR 74 and continuing to Santa Fe. SR 159 runs

south from San Luis, becoming New Mexico SR 3, and continues south to Taos,

where it connects with US 285 into Santa Fe.

SR 55 leaves Colorado at Branson, in Las Animas county, becoming New

Mexico SR 6 for a short distance to a connection with US 64 in northeastern

New Mexico. The Colorado portion of the highway is a part of US 160 east of

Trinidad and is well maintained, but the connecting link in New Mexico is

relatively unimproved.

In the southwestern part of Colorado US 666 leaves US 160 at Cortez and

extends south over an improved road to Shiprock, N. M., where it is joined

by SR 19, which leaves Durango and follows the Animas and San Juan rivers,

and from Shiprock both roads continue as US 666 to Gallup, where the main

east and west highway--US 66-- is intercepted.

WEST COLORADO BOUNDARY 

Three principal and two secondary highways leave Colorado's west boundary

into Utah. US 40 leaves the state west of Craig and runs north and west to

Salt Lake City. US 50, leaving the state west of Grand Junction, turns north-

west at Crescent, Utah, and thence to Salt Lake City. US 160, leaving Colorado
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west of Dove creek, turns sharply north at Monticello, Utah, and joins

US 50 at Crescent, about 90 miles west of Grand Junction, and continues

north and west to Salt Lake City--the only objective of the three western

Colorado highways.

The two less important roads leading out of the state on the west are

SR 90, which leaves Colorado west of Paradox and passes thru Moab, Utah,

joining US 450 at Lasal, SH 64, which crosses the Colorado border west cf'

Rangely and joins US 40 a short distance across the line.

As is readily seen, there are only three real outlets from western

Colorado--US 50, 40 and 160--/. and all arrive at Salt Lake City. The

topography of Utah and Arizona forbid any other outlet until such time as

millions of dollars can be spent on roads that pass thru sparsely settled

country for great distances. More than 100 miles of desert, intercepted

on the west by the deep gorges of the Colorado river, present an insurmount-

able obstacle to the west and south, making the area from Shiprock and

Gallup on the south to Salt Lake City on the north a region which for the

present cannot be traversed by modern highways. Until federal money is

available to surmount these barriers, Colorado's outlets to the south and

west apparently must remain as they are.

NORTH COLORADO BOUNDARY 

Eleven highways leave Colorado on the north, eight entering Wyoming and

three going into Nebraska. Three of these are federal aid roads and the rest

are part of the state highway system. Commencing at the northwest, SR 13

is the first north and south road, running from Craig to Wamsutter, Wyoming.



North of Craig this is in poor condition and should be brought up to

standard. Because of the lack of present traffic, it is possible that

improvement will be deferred, but it is generally believed that additional

traffic will follow improvement, and the Planning commission urges that the

road be brought up to standard as soon as possible, and that Wyoming be

asked to complete the northern link of the road to the connection with US 30.

SH 129 leaves US 4o near Steamboat and runs north and west to a junction

with SH 13 near Baggs, Wyoming. This road is not subject to heavy traffic

and is relatively unimproved. Because of its circuitous route it is doubtful

whether it should be improved, es US 40 gives an adequate connection with

SH 13 at Craig with no loss of distance and with the advantage of the already

Improved road between Craig and Steamboat Springs.

SH 125, from Hot Sulphur Springs on US 40 over Willow Creek pass into

North park and Walden, splits at that point and become two branches of SH

127, one extending to Rawlins, Wyoming, and the other to Laramie. Both of

these are important points in the map of southern Wyoming and northern

Colorado, and construction and improvement of both routes should proceed

as rapidly as possible.

US 287 and 85. from Fort Collins to Laramie and from Greeley to Cheyenne,

are recognized as two of the most important highways in the state. Both are

in need of more nearly permanent improvement north of Fort Collins and Eaton.

SH 87, running from Fort Collins to Cheyenne, has recently been completed and

is an important link in the highway systems of the neighboring areas in the

two states, but because it is flanked on both sides by federal aid highways

reaching the southern Wyoming cities, it is not particularly important on the

interstate map.
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East of Greeley and US 85 are three state highways which serve local

convenience rather than the interstate needs. SH 155, leaving SH 14 just

west of Buckingham, extends northwest to Cheyenne; SH 113, running north

from Iliff, on US 138, extends to Sidney, Nebraska, and SH 59, constitutes

a short link with southern Nebraska from Sedgwick.

The most important interstate highway in this part of Colorado is

US 138, which leaves the state at Julesburg, in the northeast corner of

the state and is a heavily traveled road to Omaha and other eastern points.

SMULRY

There is relatively little to suggest for improvement of Colorado's

position in the interstate picture except to urge the continued improve-

ment of the important roads outlined in this chapter, which connect with

the transcontinental highways in all directions. The chief problem is

that of building up Colorado's internal system so that access to these

major highways on all sides may be easy, and the development of highways

suggested in this report which will shorten the distance and increase the

ease and safety of crossing Colorado's mountain barriers. That policy will

do more to give Colorado an important place in interstate traffic than will

the matter of seeking new outlets from the state in any direction.
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